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Two local youths, both 1978 graduates
of Cztilowsry County-High &NOM, were
killed in a fiery, two-vehicle automobile
wreck Friday night about 442 miles
south of Murray on U. S. 641.
Dead were:
- Jimmy Lamb, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James C. Lamb, Rt. 5, Murray, and;
- Ronald Earl Boyd, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Boyd, 1605 Dodson Ave,
Murray.
Both Lamb and Boyd were traveling
north in Lamb's car when the crash
occurred about 11:45 p.m. according to
Kentucky State Trooper D. A. Pace,
who investigated the accident.
Injured in the accident was Robert
Brarqlett ,of Hazel, the driver of the
second vehicle involved in the crash.
Trooper Pace said that according to
witnesses, Lamb was apparently trying
to pass another vehicle when the
collision occurred. Pace said the Lamb
vehicle was traveling north). and
Brarnlett was driving his pickup truck
south toward Hazel.
Pace said that the Bramlett vehicle
struck the Lamb car in the passenger
side door and that the impact of the two
vehicles colliding knocked both off the
side of the road.
The two vehicles burst into flames
STORY AND PHOTOS
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Randy Kursave of College Farm
Road, Murray,said it had been a













aid Lamb and Boyd were trapped
Britmlett wiá-idriiitia to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital but.
his injuries were not believed to be
serious, according to reports.
In addition to Trooper Pace,
CalloWay County Fire-Rescue, units,
County Sheriffs Department officers,
Murray Fire Department officers,
Calloway County Coroner Tommy
Walker and Mercy Ambulance per-
sonnel responded to the scene.
In addition to his parents, Boyd is
survived by his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Boyd of Rt. 3 Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Wyona Tucker, 410 N. 3rd
St.; and two sisters, Mrs. Larry
(Cindy) Crouse, Lynnwood Estates and
Tammy Gail Boyd of the home address.
In addition to his parents, Lamb is
survived by his grandmother, Mrs.
Vadie Coursey of Murray, three sisters,
Mrs. Johnny (Shirley) Lane, S. 10th St.,
Mrs. Sam (Carolyn) Warner,
Clayshire, and Miss Debbie Lamb, Rt.
5; and one brother, Danny Lamb, Rt. 5.
Funeral arrangements for both
young men are incomplete at this time.
Max Churchill Funeral home is in
charge of arrangements for Lamb and
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements for Boyd.
molding with plaster.
But this week Kursave, pictured
below, a plaster worker with Lassiter
Plaster in Murray, has been re-working
the plaster wall molding and cornice
TWO DIE IN WRECK — Two 1978 graduates of Calloway,County High
School, Jimmy Lamb and Itonnie Boyd, were both killed in this two-vehicle
accident on U. S. 641 S. Friday night. Injured in the accident was Robert
Bramlett of Hazel, driver of the pickup truck (foreground). Lamb and Boyd
(or crown) molding on the interior of
Wells Hall on the Murray State
University campus.
Completion of the $1.9-million Wells
Hall project for both administrative
and academic use is now anticipated in
the early fall. Dr. Constantine Curris,
, president of the university, is expected
to move his offices from Sparks Hall to
the Wells building.
Workers this week were reworking
the offices Curtis and his staff will
occupy. They noted the university
president asked that the interior of the
building where his offices will be
located be preserved as it had been
years earlier.
Rupert Nix, an architectural in-
spector on the job site said,"This is the
first plaster molding I've seen run since
the First Baptist Church in Murray was
built in the late 50s."
Kursave said the molding is run
first cutting a wood-sheet metal jig in
the shape of the molding desired. A
guide, which is level, is nailed up, then
the plaster goes on. Kursabe said It
takes about "10 runs" to complete a
section of a wall. The plaster used
contains chemicals that create heat,
aiding in the drying process, Kursabe
said.
Kursave is shown making a run with
his jig.
Lithe photo to the left, a workman Is
.pictured sweeping the Wella Idall front
steps, which are also being reworked
Dedicated in November, 1925, Wells
Hall is one of the older buildings on the
Murray State University campus. First
opened as a women's dorm, the
building later housed classrooms for
education, health services and special
education. The building, along with
Wrather Hall, Oakhurst, Wilson Hall
and the original library building Is
expected to be included on the National
Register of Historic Places.
were both in lamb's auto which is in the background. Kentucky State
Trooper D. A. Pace, who investigated the accident, said the highw,ay was
blocked some 4L2 hours while workers cleaned up the wreckage.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon
Man Held On Murder Charge —
Local authorities have charged a
' Texas man with murder in connection
with the shooting death here last night
of a 19-year-old Peoria, Ill., girl.
Ms. Penny Schoon, the victim, was
pronounced dead at the scene of the
shooting by Calloway County Coroner
inmy Walker. .
Local police said they received a
phone call about 9:50 p.m. Friday and
the caller indicated there had been art
altercation at 109 N. 12th Street, a house
located between MacDonald's and
Captain D's restaurants.
Murray Police Department officers
said they arrived at the scene of the
incident and took into custody James C.
Miles, age 26, who gave his home town
as Cleburne, Texas. Reports on how the
shooting actually occurred were
sketchy but indicated that Miles end
Ms. Schoon had become involved in an
argument when the shooting occurred.
Miles, who had reportedly been doing
farm work locally, is being held without
bond in Calloway County Jail on a
charge of murder, according to
Calloway County attorney, Max
Parker.
According to reports, the couple had
come to Murray from Texas and had
lived here about one month. Ms. Schoon
ban reportedly been employed locally
as a waitress.
Miles is scheduled to be arraigned in
Calloway County District Court on
Monday.
Edwin Norris To Be Speaker
At MSU Library Dedication
Edwin 0. Norris of Kingsport, Term.,
well-known attorney and civic leader,
will be the speaker for the ceremony to
dedicate the Harry Lee Waterfield
Library at Murray State University
Sept. 2.
To begin at 2 p.m., the program will
mark the official christening of the $3
million project to be named in honor of
Waterfield, one of the university's most
distinguished graduates.
Norris, a 1950 Murray State graduate,
served during 1974-75 as president of
the Alumni Association. He delivered




Students who pre-registered and paid all
fees for the fall semester at Murray State
University before Aug. 14 need not report
back to the campus before classes begin
the week of Aug. 28.
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and
registrar, said students with class
schedules completed and fees paid in
advance should report to the aUditorium
stage in the Student Center at some time
during the first week of classes to complete
registration.
Students who have already scheduled
classes but not paid all fees and those who
--kayo-neither sehediiied.-atits8fr'nor-
should report to the auditorium stage in
the Student Center on Thursday, Aug. 24,
or Friday, Aug. 25, for registration.
Registration hours on both days will be
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Students may move
into the residence halls on the campus
after 10 a.m. Wednesday. Aug. 23. Roadblock Set
Fall semester Saturday classes begin
meeting on Aug. 28. Murray-Calloway County Jaycees
will conduct a roadblock for muscularMore than 2.000 students have already,
dystrophy Sunday, according toregistered and paid all fees for the fall
The "fir e- fe--gTgf 
rifIdli-j4ThYeegere43Pel‘ealfteaMock ifs!'-part Of -a statewideprocedure that has been available on the 
Jaycee effort to help raise }Raney forcampus.
and transfer students 
MD, coordinated nationally by Jerryvil'itgrApAiren 
spring graduating class in May, 1975.
As a student. Norris was chosen as
one of the 10 best college debaters in the
country and was listed twice in "Who's
Who Among Students in American
Colleges and Universities." He was
graduated with distinction.
A native of Guthrie, Norris earned
the law degree at Vanderbilt Univer-
sity. He has served as president of the
Vanderbilt School of Law Alumni
Association and as a member of its
Development Council.
He is a former president of the
Kingsport Bar Association, both the
Kingsport and Tennessee Jaycees, and
the Kingsport Chamber of Commerce.
Norris has also held membership on
the Kingsport Board of Education and
the boards of directors of Holston
Valley Community Hospital, the
Southern Region of Boys' Clubs of
America, and the First National Bank
of Sullivan County.
He is an active Rotarian and has
participated in church affairs at both
the local level with the First Baptist
Church of Kingsport and with the
Tennessee Baptist Foundation.
His community work earned him the
"Outstanding Young Man of
Kingsport" award in 1956.
Norris is a nephew of the late Thomas
P. Norris of Guthrie, who established
the first student loan fund at Murray
State in 1924. Thousands of students
have benefited from loans made
through the fund.
:The-Aatedielk1
extensive renovation of the old
Waterfield Student Union Building and
a three-level addition to the front of it.
Construction was begun in November,
1976.
ItPlitirrikirrniqPfttatttiff.dieviigi• wry- ,
-•sa pragliersowilf report to theoraditori Money from the roadblock will go to- _ -410,1,1mal She annual telethon in Paduenh-the Student Center at 1 p.m. on Thur. ay,
Ang 24, for orientation, later this year.
Special areas in the facility of 96,480
square feet will include seminar rooms,
an orientation room, a microfilm room,
a national bibliography room a current
periodicals lounge, and a new book
lounge. The library will have a book
capacity of 464,600 volumes and a
seating capacity of 657.
Waterfield, a Frankfort insurance
executive and two-time former
lieutenant governor of Kentucky, as
1931 graduate of Murray State and
native Calloway countian. He served a
term on the university beard of regents
from 1970 to 1974.
In 1969 Waterfield designated the
university library as the depository for
his collection of papers and mementos
from his 30 years in public service and
politics.
' A 10-member committee named by
'President Constantine W. Curris and
headed by John C. Winter, interim dean
of the College of Creative Expression, is
planning the library dedication.
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Sunny and hot today, con-
tinueing fair tonight and
tomorrow. Highs today and
imisonorrove in she mid-90s. 14w
tonight in the upper 70s. Winds
soathertratl to 10 mph today.
--.:--.., • —






Night will be held at the
Murray Country Club with
barbecue dinner at 6:30 p.m.
followed by dance with
music by Darrell Gibson and
Kentucky Jones. Advance
reservations should be made
by Aug. 17 at $7.50 per
person or at the door will bl
$9.00 per person. Each
member may bring one out
of town guest.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen
of the World Hall at 7:30
p.m.
--Ufect—Mtweeff -Mr- Lakes
activities will include auto
tour about beavers starting
at Center Station at three
p.m.. and Grandma's Kit-
chen at Empire Farm from
930 a.m. to four p.m.
Murray State University
Football Press Day for all
area media representatives
will open with a brunch at
10:30 a.m. at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include arts and
crafts at ten a.m.; ice
cream eating contest at
hotel patio room at one
p.m.; fishing derby at hotel
playground at two p.m.;
stagecoach ride at horse
stables with cost being two
dollars per person at two
p.m.; egg toss at hotel front
lawn at three p.m.; bubble
gum blowing contest at four
p.m. and new games at 4:30
p.m., both at campground
bathhouse; hayride at horse
stables with cost being one
dollar per person at $:30
p.m.: "Living With the
River" at recreation room
at seven p.m.; disco with
Dennis Crawford as disc
jockey and cost of 50 cents
per person at hotel meeting
room from eight p.m. to
midnight.
Levi's and Lace Square
Dance will be held at
Rushing Creek Campground
in Land Between the Lakes
at 8:30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Theatre will present "You're
A Good Man Charlie Brown"
at eight p.m. at the, City-
County Park.
Ice cream supper has been




Disc dance will be held at




Dystrophy and for Crippled
Children's Telethon will be
manned at 12th and
Sycamore Streets and Math
and 16th Streets, Murray, by
the Murray Jaycees starting
at 11:30 a.m.
Senior Citizens day will be
observed at St. John's
Baptist Church with a
special program at 2:30 p.m.
Two plays, "Freeway
Sunday" and -Smoke In The
Wind," will be presented
free of charge at the
University Theatre, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Building,
Murray State University, at
eight Pm-
Someday, August HI
Singing will be held at
Chestnut Street General
Baptist Church at 1:30 p.m.
Basket lunch will be at
noon.
Annual homecoming will
be held at Old Salem
Cemetery with donations to
be sent to Jack Dodd,
Relmon Wilson, Charles
Rains. James Carroll, or
Perk Parker.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include inter-
faith worship service at
campground amphitheater at
—11r30 
contest at golf course from
nine a.m. to five p.m.; •
water balloon toss at hotel
front lawn at one p.m.;
stagecoach ride at horse
stables with cost being two
dollars per person at two
p.m.; tennis lessons at hotel
court at 4:30 p.m.; hayride
at horse stables with cost
being one dollar per person
at 6:30 p.m.; movie, "The
Hound of the Baskervilles"
at the hotel meeting room at
eight p.m.; movie quiz at
hotel meeting room at 9:30
p.m.
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include
Grandma's Kitchen at
Empire Farm from 12:30 to
four p.m.; slide show on
snakes at Center Station at
two p.m.; 1850's Craft Day
at The Homeplace 1850 from
two to 4:30 p.m.
Pierce-Btllington
Miss Barbara June Pierce
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Pierce of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Barbara June, to Charles Ronald Billington, son of Mr
s.
Daisy Billington of Murray and the late Rex 
Billington.
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Pierce of Kirksey and the late Mr. and Mrs. Garla
nd
Wadkins. The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Lucille
Billington of Murray and the late Jimmie Billington, and
the late Mr. and Mrs. Harley Hale.
The bride-elect is a 1976 graduate of Calloway 
County
High School and is now employed at 
Westview Nursing
Home. The groom-elect is a 1974 graduate 
of Murray
High School and is employed with Fish and 
Wildlife.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, Oct. 20, 
at
seven p.m. at the Kirksey United Methodist 
Church. A
reception will follow in the fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the
wedding and the reception.
Gospel singing featuring Dr. and Mrs. Carman
Darrel and The Chaplettes
from South Fulton, Tenn.,
will be held at the Brooks At Dinner Party
Chapel United Methodist
Church at seven p.m. -
Monday, August 'Li
Bluegrass State CB Club





will meet at seven p.m. in
the conference room of
Peoples , Bank Branch,
Chestnut Street, with Dr.
LaVerne Ryan as speaker.
Recovery, Inc., will meet
at the Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets, at
7:30 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F.
A. M will meet at the Area-7G- irl-To Competelodge hall on Highway 121
In Teenager Pageant
table.
The bride-elect wore a
trousseau frock of silk with
the dark background being
printed all over with pastel
flowers.
North at 7:30 p.m.
Woodland walk in search
of warblers will begin at
Center Station, Land Bet-
ween the Lakes, at two p.m.
Monday, August 21
Singles Discussion Group
*ill meet at the home of
Corinne McNutt, 712 Main
Street, Murray, at 7:30 p.m.
To Meet Daily Needs
Meat Board nutntionists
suggest that two 3-ounce ere*
ed servings of meat be eaten
suilesupply alasern
all the protein needed. And
the quality of protein is ex-
actly the same for all beef cuts
regardless of cost. The lower
priced cuts of beef supply the
same high quality protein as
higher priced cuts!
("4- WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE






- FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM
Espy your own private villa at the World's
, Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
- Disney World We have bus tours 3
}amass resturants, The Tropics, Hong
Kong. Swedish House
Each villa completely equipped for
\ housekeeping, air conditioned.
. with sLucumulawas, roan
- 'TiTiphbnes, TV, shopping center.
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall,
playground Golf, tennis privileges.
An easy drive to all Florida attrac-
tions Pets welcome. Fishing. Jai-
Alai, Auto/ Dog Racing.
Silo ,-
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ELLINOR VILLAGE RESORT Dept
ORMOND BEACH, FLA. 32074
s• MO' dB IMP NM or MO nodED
Miss Lynn Wilson,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Jack Wilson, and her fiance,
Burt Crattie, were the
honored guests at a dinner
party hosted by Dr. and
Mrs. Max Carman at the
Holiday Inn, Murray, on
Tuesday, Aug. 15, at 6:30
p.m.
The tables in u-formation
in the private dining room
held centerpieces of summer
flowers from the garden of
Dr. and Mrs. Alfred Wolfson
arranged in crystal brandy
snifters. Swedish crystal
candlesticks holding bees
wax candles in natural
shade were on either side of
the arrangement on the head
Denise Tucker, fifteen
year old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Terry Tucker of
Benton, has been selected to
be a state finalist in the 1978
United Teenager Pageant to




West, Louisville, on Satur-
day, Sept. 2, at 7:30 p.m.
The pageant is the official
state-wide finals for the
United Teenage Pageant to
be held in Washington, D.
C., in December.
Contestants from all over
the state will be competing
for the title, and must be
between the ages of 14 and
18 and must have a B
average in school. Each
cotReistaat •
participate in . the Volunteer
Community Service of the
United Teenager Pageant.
Prizes for the winner of
the state pageant include a
trip to Europe and an all-
expense paid trip to compete
En the national finals in
Washington, D.C., where she
will compete for $15,000 in
cash scholarships, a new 
word "hospital" soThunderbird-for her reigning.11)4.__.r.r.ri) .apactne.auy Legg/woe Lean go Intigr,oth. talse,_y_ou'll soon
Europe, $2,000 appeararibe
contract, $2,000 wardrobe,
, and other awards.
. Couletdants will be judged
achievements, beauty, poise,
and personality. No swimsuit
The hosts presented the
bridal couple a wedding gift
of silver salad servers in
presentation case imported
from Sheffield, England.
Invited guests were Dr.
and Mrs. Wilson, Ms. Laura
Pomier, Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
Crattie of Springville, Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs. T. L Crattie
of Zephyr Hills, Fla., Cris
Snyder, Jace, Chuck, and
Jon Wilson, and, the honored
couple.
competition is required.
Each contestant will write
and recite on stage a 100
word essay on the subject,
"My Country."
Miss Tucker is a student
at Marshall County High
School and her hobbies in-
clude singing, playing the
guitar, and cheerleading
Local Agent .lays--
Let's Stay Well By FJ L. Blasing.une. M.D
Food Allergies and Emotions
Q: Mrs. B. H. wants to
know if food and other
allergies can upset our
minds and emotions as
well as our bodies.
A: The question you
raise is of importance to
millions, and is receiving
Increased attention by phy-
sicians, including psychia-
trists.
As you know, in recent
years much has been writ-
ten about the relationship
betw4en flypersenitivity in
children, especially boys,
and their diet. Consider-
able differences of opinion
exist among researches
and others whether food is
the cause of this agitated
behavior.
It is a common experi-
ence in many persons that
they feel generally better
physically and more alert
mentally during periods of
starvation: One explana-
tion is that they are trou-
bled less by any one or
several food allergies that
may be causing a mild to
moderate degree of illness
when they eat their usual
diet.
Clinicians have reported
particular foods to cause
upsetting reactions in cer-
tain persons. The degree of
reaction often appears to
-University Meats-Expert—
Speaks On Use Of Nitrate
A meats expert at the
University of Kentucky has
released a statement to clarify
some of the misunderstanding
in the controversy over the use
of nitrate as an additive in
meat curing.
-It is highly unlikely that a
health hazard exists as a
result of the use of nitrite in
meat curing in the amounts
that currently are permitted,"
says W. Y. Varney, Extension
meats specialist in the UK
College of Agriculture.
He points out that more than
80 per cent of the nitrite en-
tering the human stomach
originates in saliva, and that
most of this nitrite comes
from eating vegetables
containing nitrate. The
nitrate, he explains, is sub-
sequently excreted in saliva
where it is converted to nitrite
by bacteria._
"Banning nitrite in meat
curing could pose a greater
health ,hazard than its use,"
declares Varney. He adds,
-Nitrite prevents botulism,
one of the most dreaded and
painful bacterial toxins that
afflict man, causing paralysis
and death."
There have been no known
cases of botulism due to
contamination of cured meat
since nitrites have been
used," emphasizes Varney.
The.additive also helps give
cured meats their special
flavor and appearance, and
retards oxidation which
otherwise causes an un-
desirable flavor, according to
the meats specialist.
"Nitrite is the only sub-
stance available to do all these
things," says Varney, adding
that ."no substitute has been
found by research that has




nitrite is a derivative of
sodium nitrate which occurs'
naturally in air, water, soil
and plants, including
vegetables. Sodium nitrate
Check Fine Print For
Your Insurance Policy




Read The Fine Print
On Mail-Order Insurance
Some mail-order health
accident companies have less-
than honest practices.
Keep in mind that those
maximum benefits so
glowingly offered may be
next-to impossible to cash in
on.
Do not buy an insurance
policy without reading all the
fine aria  first, Better gekask
your lawyer or a trusted in-
surance agent to study it for




promises $5,000 in hospital
benefits. Then, in the small
print, it limits this benefit to
$500 per person per year.




Bees in your walls and
wasps in your attic spell
troub!e. One good spraying
will take care of the wasps,
but honey bees settled down
inside your walls are another
matter.
For the wasps, buy one of
those aerosol bombs
recommended for controlling
them. One thorough spraying
under the eaves and around
attic vents should keep wasps
away for the rest of the
summer. '
101- not true that Wisps
won't sting if you don-1 bother
them. Some people have
serious and painful allergic
reactions to their sting.
Entomologists at the UK
College of Agriculture say
there's no shortcut to getting
rid of the honey bees. It takes
a chemical treatment . and
some carpentry work, and the
quicker you-set to the lab, the
percent of the hospitals in the have a very messy, smelly.
country wouldn't qualify sticky situation.
Still another accident policy Spray a 5 percent Sevin dust
promisee a $10,000 benefit, but . into the section of wall.. Then
sins 1.1 Aciaungans3bauhig.-Aosnielabe w all, 4m4 .r.low-out --
means $2,000 for each fatruly the dead bees, honey and wax.
member, up to five, who die in Spray the next area, then
the same accident, reconstruct the exterior.
and - potassium nitrate
(saltpeter) were used in meat
curing for thousands of years.
When nitrate was used to
cure meats, it automatically
changed to nitrate which
currently is being added
during the curing process.
"Many vegetables naturally
contain higher levels of nitrate
than the nitrite levels per-
mitted in curing meats," says
Meats specialist Varney.
For example, he points out
that in bacon curing the
recommended level is 120
parts. per million (ppm) of
nitrite, most of which is
dissipated by the time the
bacon is consumed. In con-
trast, lettuce naturally con-
tains 600 to 1700 ppm of
nitrate.
The following vegetables
have these nitrate levels:
Cabbage — 200 to 350 ppm.
Spinach — 500 to 1900 ppm.
Beets — 1200 to 1300 ppm.
Carrots — 100 to 900 ppm.
Radishes — 150 to 1800 ppm.
The controversy over use of
nitrite in meat curing has built
up since it became known
several years ago that the
substance can combine with
secondary amines to form
compounds called
nitrosamines. When fed in
large doses, nitrosamines
sometimes caused certain
types of tumors in laboratory
rats, according to Varney.
The meat industry became
concerned because secondary
amines occasionally can be
found in very small quantities
in cured meats.
"Results of costly and time-
consuming tests have shown
that virtually all cured meat
products are free of
nitrosamines, but minute
traces of a nitosarnine called
nitrOsopyrrolidine have been
discovered in bacon as the
result of severe frying,"
Varney reports.
He adds, however, "If found
In cooked bacon at all,
nitrosamines are present in
quantities so small that they
are almost undectectable."
The meats expert urges
consumers and officials to
separate fact from fiction
when considering the nitrite
question. "Based on current
knowledge available, banning
the use of nitrite in curing
meat likely would result in
more of a health hazard than
continuing its use," states
Varney.
Livestock producers have .a
big economic stake in the
outcome of the nitrite con-
troversy. Hog producers
would be affected most by a
ban on nitrite in all cured
meats because 70 percent of
the nation's pork is cured. But
cattle producers also would be
hurt since 10 .percent of all
beef goes into cured meats.
"Hog producers would lose
$500 million in annual income
if nitrite were no longer
allowed in bacon," says
Varney on the basis of in-
dustry estimates.'
A ban on nitrite would have
an impact on the nation's
ecnnomy and on employment.
The retail value of, cured
meats exceeds $12 billion a
year, and most of thern con-
tain nitrite, according to
Varney. Meat curing is a high-
employment phase of the
meat packing and distribution
industry, he points out.
be related to the amount ot
food consumed. The larger
the amount, the greater
the reaction. Fatigue may
allow a more severe reac-
tion, as well as a general
weakened condition of a
person.
The identification of un-
toward or toxic reactions
to certain foods is difficult
to diagnose. The problem
is complex, in part because
we eat such a variety of
foods. Those which we reg-
ularly eat (such as bread
and milk) come in  regular 
"dtiFi"-sialharfai y effect
is recurrent or almost per-
petual. The adverse effect
may be delayed for several
hours and not related to
how a person relishes a
particular food.
Because of the complex-
ity in making an accurate
diagnosis, a person who
has an allergy needs the
help of a physician who
regularly treats such cas-
es. Skin tests may be used,
especially in detecting al-
lergens which are inhaled,
such as ragweed pollen.
An elimination diet may
be required to detect a
certain food. The patient is
asked to go through a brief
period of starvation, ex-
cept adequate water.
Then, one food at a time is
added to the diet to see the
effects.
Also, it is usually desir-
able later to keep the diet
as simple as possible by
eating a fewer number of
foods each day but varying
them from day to day.
It has long been recog-
nized that allergens can
affect the nose (such as
hay fever from pollen's,
dusts,.etc,), the skin (con-
tact dermatitis), lungs
(asthma) and the digestive
tract (diarrhea, excessive
gas, and pain). More
recently, allergens have
become identified as af-
fecting our mind and emo-
tions.
Outik:k. Late Show
Fri. & Sat. 11:30 P.M.
°S.
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Your Individual  
Horoscope
1 116\*  Frames Drake
FOR SUNDAY, AUGUST 2O, 19711
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) drA
Personal relationships
under something of a cloud.
Be especially tactful where
money is involved.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tiCti,
Your self-confidence and
poise should be at a peak now,
so take the initiative and go
after what you want. &um-
-Ming-blocks wilt fatt--by the
wayside.
GEMINI





interests. Day spells action.
Plan and act wisely.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)18(C)
Don't let your impulses
dominate logic - especially in
situations where finances are
Involved. Recklessiesi with
money now could prove
disastrous later.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
A period for some reap-
praisal. Through reflection,
you will get a clearer picture
of the road ahead, to make




(Aug. 24 to Sept: 231 rq'kii
To achieve worthwhile goals
now, you will need the
cooperation of others, so don't
be overly aggressive or try to
force issues. Tact!
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) A.-tnt
Avoid tendencies toward
emotionalism, impatience
with obstacles. You have no
opponents so strong that they
can't be handled with per-
suasiveness and good will.
•
SCORPIO
) Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV
Avoid- making hasty
decisions. Look more closely
into all situations. There may.
be values not seen at a cursory
glance.
SAGITTARIUS
) Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) e(4t-1
A stimulating day! Stellar






) Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Don't be disappointed if a
-*wined trip- is ealleeFeEE-14-
could be for the best. Evening
social activities promise to be
Lively.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Distant interests take the
spotlight. You may now be
able to take a triR that was
postponed or you may hear
some excellent news from
afar. •
PISCES
t Feb. 20 to Mar. "ti
Your native intuition at a
peak. A good day for backing




YOU BORN TODAY have
an ardent, enthusiastic
outlook on life; are endowed
with an outgoing personality
and the enviable gift of
leadership. You are capable of
reaching the top in almost any
career you choose, and could
go especially far in fields
which involve dealing with the
public. You are highly
emotional, so must learn to





pres.; Emily Bronte, Eng.
author.
FOR MONDAY, AUGUST 21, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign
ARIES
t Mar. 21 to Apr 20).)74
Emphasis is on ACTION.
You can now go ahead with




I Apr. 21 to May 211tIG"?
Where there is a difference
of opinion in a job situation,
negotiate rather than argue.
Realize that you have the
necessary backing, and act
accordingly.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)14*
You could launch , a new
venture now if you have given
it careful thought. A good day
for promoting, advertising
your wares; in general, to
press on to better things.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)00
Keep emotions under
control now and do not make
drastic or needless changes on
the spur of the moment. Be
especially careful in a
romantic involvement.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) 4141:VK
Generous solar influences
favor new enterprises, with
gratifying returns indicated.
Coast is clear for ACTION -
but within reason.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)1P%
Your intuition should be
strong now, Just double-check
to make sure you are not
forgetting small details, and
all should go well. Romance
favored.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 20c r-1
The spotlight is now on your
material interests. Indications
are that you will receive




Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 MI elt(C
Stellar influences encourage
more of the grit and ingenuity
that won laurels for you in the
past, This will be a good day
for innovations.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) etiri7>
Not a good day in which to
speculate, but a fine one in
which to seek information
regarding future investments.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) lij'a
Your morale should get a
boost now. Some new light is
shed on old problems and you
should find more persons
responding to your efforts. A
brighter outlook indicated.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) -••••;',-k-ric"
A new approach to a
business matter advised. Look
beyond the immediate
situation. Potential is greater
than you may imagine.
PISCES
) Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)X
Don't give up on a pet
project because it seems to
lack luster. Try a novel twist
in approach - to restore in-
centive and get going again.
YQ1,J BORN TODAY are
endoWed with tremendous
mental and physical strength;
in the latter connection, would
make a great success as an
athlete. You learn easily, are
highly imaginative,
courageous and original in
handling all your un-
dertakings. Your wit is out-
standing, and you would make
a brilliant entertainer. You
have a great love of beauty
and, if you do not take up one
of the arts as a career, may do
so avocationally. Birthdate of:
Jean Baptiste Greuze, Fr.
painter; Princess Margaret,






Our Chopped Sirloin Meal
Includes FREE dessert sundae that you
build for yourself! Also our garden-fresh salad
bar, fries or baked potato, Stockade Toast.
_ drink. C'mon in during our "Month of Sun-
daes". through Labor Day' At participating
-tor attorts7
Married 50 Years
Mr. and Mrs. Collie Stubblefield
Mr. and Mrs. Collie Stubblefield of Hazel Route Two
will be honored on their golden wedding anniversary with
a reception at the educational building of the New
Providence Church of Christ on Sunday, Aug. 27. Their
children will.be hosts for the occasion.
All relatives and friends are invited to call between the
hours of 2:3010 4:30 p.m. on that day.
The couple was married on Aug. 25, 1928, at Hazel.
Mrs. Stubblefield is the former Leva Wilson, daughter of
the late Elmus Wilson and Stella Osborn Wilson. Mr.
Stubblefield is the son of the late Johnny Stubblefield and
Grace Strader Stubblefield.
Their children are Ewing Stubblefield of Hazel Route
Two iind Mrs. Harold (Janice)Cates of Nashville, Tenn.
Grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs. Stubblefield are Dr.
Terry Stubblefield, Vernon, Ala., Mrs. Mark (Linda)
Pugh, Murray, Ronny Stubblefield, Hazel, and Craig and
Curtis Cates, Nashville, Tenn. Their two great grand-




By Abigail Van Buren
Igie by Chicago Tribune N S NSW, Synd inc.
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I are trying hard to cope with
the most heartbreaking tragedy a parent could ever ex-
perience-losing a child..
Our son was only-18. We're sure he didn't want to end his
life. He died of an overdose of drugs. He had everything to
live for.- He was an honor student, a fine athlete, good-
looking and popular. He had such great plans for the future,
and had already been accepted to the university of his
choice. He had never been in any kind of trouble and we
never knew him to touch drugs of any kind. He wasn't an ad-
dict. He was a green kid experirhenting with pills and angel
dust (PCP).
I don't know why I'm writing to you, Abby, except that
Our son trued ta read your coTamn every day and he thought
you were a "neat lady." Maybe I want to ask you to tell kids
who read your column to stay away from drugs. They just
don't realize what a terrible price they might pay for want-
ing-to get "high" or experience new sensations.
And yes, Abby, he was our only son.
HEARTBROKEN IN N.Y.
DEAR HEARTBROKEN: You have my sympathy. May I
recommend a wonderfully supportive group who call
themselves "The Compassionate Friends"- a self-help
organization for parents whose children have died. Many
bereaved parents have found that their grief is lessened by
quietly listening to one another, sharing experiences, talk-ing out their feelings and sometimes crying openly together.
There are over 100 chapters in the United States-several
In your state.
The person who made me aware of "The Compassionate
Friends" said, "Losing a child is- positively the worst thing
that can happen to • parent, and the only people who can
understand it are those who have been through it. This
organization was a lifesaver for me."
The national coordinators are Arnold and Paula Shamres,
whose 10-year-old daughter was killed in an accident. The
Sham  will provide information about this nrganization
to anyene-who- writes to thetnat-P:011iii 3247, Hialeah, Fla.
33013. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope
for their reply.
DEAR ABBY: What would you do if you received the
following card:
"Happy Birthday. Buy yourself a $10 gift, and sent-me t he
invoice.
1. Ignore it.
2. Buy gift, and send invoice to giver.
3. Thank giver of gift (71 and forget it..
P.S. The gift (7) is not from a spouse.
,BIRTHDAY BABY
DEAR-RIRTRAAYHARY,F4ed a -bask eh etiquette that
includes "gift giving," and send him an invoice.
Do you wish you had m_or_e_frieqde_FoLake
Wire ar.
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send al with a long,
self-eddreased, stamped 128 cental envelope to Abby, 132






Baby Boy Davis (Glenda),
Rt. 2, Gilbertsville, Baby Girl
Turner (Beverly), 413 So. 13th,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Nancy J. Melton and
Baby Boy, Mobile Hm. Village
No. 10, Parks, Tenn., Mrs.
Jane H. Steely and Baby Girl,
Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Anita G.
Herndon and Baby Girl, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Janice V. Smith
and Baby Boy, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Mrs. Rosemary Todd, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Rita J. Elkins,
319 So. 13th, Murray, Mrs.
Sonia A. Shepard, Rt. 1,
Dukedogii_Taritl.JjmmyL.-
rFsey, 505 Broad, Murray,
Kathy A. Calhoun, Rt. 7, Box
360, Murray, Steve J. Newton,
1104 County Cork, Murray,
Sandray D. Holbrook, Rt. 5,
Box 405A, Murray, Mrs.
Juanita K. Norris, 3161/2 N.
12th., Murray, Lubie V.
Wallace, Rt. 1, Murray,
Commie E. Cain, Rt. 1, Almo,
Dave C. Birkeen, Rt. 8,




Baby Boy Wright (Melissa),
Rt. 1, Farmington, Baby Boy
Buchanan (Patty), Rt. 1,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Derrick W. Spinks, Green
Acres Tr. Ct., No, 9, Murray,
Talue Q. Harrington, 1000
Olive, Murray, Nettie G.
Akers, P.O. Box 1371,, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Peggy A. Darnell,
300 Memorial Dr., Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Jennifer G.
Scarbrough, Rt. W, Box 222,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. Betty
R. Scott, Rt. 1, Box 291,
McKenzie, Tenn., Mrs. Donna
A. Danner, 802 So. 17th,
Murray, Phyllis L. Elkins,
1301 Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Belinda J. Grubbs, Rt. 1, Box
37, Sedalia, Charles R. McCoy,
Rt. 3, Murray, Charles H.
Stamps, 831 Glendale,
Murray, Mrs, Dorothy .Sue
Haneline, Route 1, Box 164,
Murray, Shirley Wade, Route
2, Box 74, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Oleter Leffler, Box 28, Hazel,
William Barnhill, Route 2,
Buchanan, Tenn., Harlon
Black, Route 1, Farmington,
Curtis Doty, Route 1,
Springville, Tenn., Dennis
Daniel, General Delivery,
Murray, John Dewey House,






Mrs. Nelda F. Turner,
Manlepville Rd. Paris, Tenn.,
Brandy K. Tibbs, 1604 Murray
Street, Mayfield, Mrs. Tena T.
Payne, Rt. 2, Calvert City,
Thomas A.„ Barnett, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Judy H. Tucker,
1906 Gatesboro, Murray, Mrs.
Lynn B. Grubbs, Rt. 4,
Murray, Miss Carla A. Lynch,
1300 Payne No. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Vickie E. Lovett and
Baby Boy, Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs.
Glenda F. Davis and Baby
Boy, Rt. 2, Gilbertsville, Mrs
Jean A. Lawson, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Johnny D. Elliott,
Rt. 5, Bx. 2235, Murray,
Jennifer D. Looper, Rt. 4,
Mayfield, William I. Balen-
tine, Rt. 3, Murray, Jason M.
Wright, Rt. 3, Bx. 124, Murray,
Brad D. Spann, 106 North 10th,
Murray, Larry Nimmo, Rt. 8,
Murray, Kenneth E. Berkley,
Rt. 3. Bx. 132, Cadiz, Mrs.
Delores L. Parrish, New
Concord, Ronald A. Barrow,
Rt. 7 Bx. 592, Murray, Mrs.
Martha F. Burkeen, Rt. 1 Bx.
196-B, Benton, Dal Adams, Rt.
8 Bx. 78, Murray, Mrs. Lera A.
Anderson, 621 North 4th,
Murray, Clyde R. Jackson, Rt.
2, Clinton, Mrs. Ruth M.
OVercast, Bx. 46, Hazel, Mrs.




The need for high-density
apartments in re-emerging in-
ner core metropolitan areas is
being eased by renovated com-
mercial lofts, brownstones and
industrial buildings, according
to Architectural Record.
Henry Vinson Families Of
Area Meet At Kenlake Park
The annual reunion of the
families of Henry Vinson,
1797-1863, was held Aug. 3 at
the pavilion at Kenlake State
Park.
A brief recognition
meeting was presided over
by Maned J. Vinson, and
Ralph Limberg led in
prayer.
Henry Vinson migrated
from North Carolina to the
"Between the Rivers area."
He enlisted in the company
commanded by Capt. James
Gray in the 2nd regiment of
the Tennessee Militia
tommanded . .John.
Coch in Nashville, Tenn., on
Nov. 13, 1814. He served six
months and five days to
May 18, 1815, and received
four separate land grants for
his service.
The grants under the
Bounty Act of 1850 and 1851
begin at the Trigg County
Seminary Line and extendeu
to Ginger Creek in Stewart
County, Tenn. Copies of
these land grants for service
in the war of 1812, Battle of
New Orleans, are now in
possession of members of
his family.
Preceding the picnic lunch
recognition was paid to
members of the family in
the hospital and confined
due to illness. They were
-Dee- Vinson,- Murray,- Amelia
Allen, Gallatin, Term., Grace
Orr, Bowling Green, Scott
Salmon, Calvert City, and
Jess Garland, Murray.
School Children To Be
Given Free Fluoride
-BENEFITS PAM -
The Health Insurance In-
stitute reports private health
-dimassaynow-wrnptinter.•
U.S. paid out more Dian $102
million each day in benefits
during 1976, for a total for the
year of $37.3 billion.
FRANKFORT, Ky. - For
the third year, Kentucky
school children will be offered
free fluoride mouthrinse at
school.
According to an official of
the state Department for




reduce" dental cavities in
children. The program has
been expanded this year to
include every public, private
and parochial elementary
school in the State. According
to Dr. James Corum, manager
of the department's Dental
Health,Balich, the 'program
has grown steadily since it
first began as a demonstration
project in 1975.
Corum anticipates that
more than 450,000 children in
kindergarten through eighth
grade will participate in the
program this school year.
"Kentucky has the largest
percentage of children taking




this many children once a
week for 30 weeks during the
school year can prevent an




Baked Fish Stuffed with Carrot,




This method helps to keep the
rhubarb pieces intact.
1 pound trimmed hothouse
rhubarb
3,4 cup light corn syrup
1.4 cup sugar
14 cup water
Cut rhubarb crosswise into
1/2-inch pieces - there should
be about 3,2 cups. Rinse. In a
saucepan stir together the corn
syrup, sugar and water; cook
over medium heat, stirring con-
stantly, until mixture boils. Boil
5 minutes or until sugar is dis-
solved. Add rhubarb to hot syr-
up; return to full rolling boil.
Remove from heat. Cover tight-
ly and let stand for 30 minutes.
Serve warm or chilled. Makes
about 21:2 cups - 5 servings.
year, he said. National sur-
veys have shown that the
mouthrinse, when used
regularly by children five to 14
years old, is safe and effective
and can reduce cavities by 30
to 40 percent.
Cost of the program, which
breaks down to approximately
55 cents per child per year, is
paid by state funds. "We are
able to keep the cost at a
minimum," said Corum,
"because we have been
blessed with assistance from
dedicated parent-volunteers."
Once a week, volunteers give
each participating child a
small amount of fluoridated
mouthrinse in a paper cup. '
The child swishes the rinse
around in his mouth and spits
it out into the cup for disposal.
"Because of this process,"
Corum said, "a lot of children
call the program 'swish and
spit."
Children may not par-
ticipate without parental
consent. During the first few
weeks of school, pupils new to
their school systems and
pupils who did not participate
in the program last year will
be given information and
consent forms to take home.
Parents or guardians who
want their children -to par-
ticipate should sign the forms
and return them to school.
Children whose parents
signed consent forms in the
past are automatically in-
cluded in the program as long
as they remain in the same
school system. I
Seventy persons were
present and included the
following:
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Vinson and son, Todd, Mr.
and Mrs. Mancil J. Vinson
and son, Mark Allen, Mr.
and Mrs. Cullen E. Irvin
and daughters, Sandra and
Sheila, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Vinson, Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Outland, Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Dale Outland and daughters,
Susan Francis and Sherida
Ann, Paul Dill, Mr. and Mrs
Roy Irvin, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Moody, and Mr. and
Mrs. Pat Trevathan, all of
Murra-y; - - ----
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Kersey
and son, Kelly,
Elizabethtown; Mr. and Mrs.
Keith Futrell and daughters,
Sara Jane and Kathy Lynn,
Owensboro; Mr. and Mrs
Lewis Allen, Mr. and Mrs
Elroy Griffin and son, Greg.
and daughters, Lisa and
Belinda, and Mr. and Mrs
Hubert Futrell and son.
Randy, all of Paris, Tenn..
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Allen,
Goodlettsville, Tenn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Brad
Hosford and son, Eric,
Selmer, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Baxter Martin, Big Rock.
Term.; Mr. and Mrs
Woodrow Dill and grandson.
Troy Dill, Dover, Tenn.;
Mrs. Mary Ann Jordan and
son, Donnie, Madisonville.
Tenn.; Me. and Mrs. Marvin
Jr. Allen, Indian Mound,
Term.;
Mr. and Mrs. Alford
Cullen Futrell and daughter,
Serena, and son, Nicole
Martin, and Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Stearn, Granite City,
I1L; . Mr. and Mrs. .Ernie
Cochran, and Mr. and Mrs.
Randall Limberg and son,
Keith, and daughter,
Amanda, Collinsville, Ill.:
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Ohio Valley Christian College, Inc.
Fall Curriculum 1978
On campus at Aurora, Ky (temporary quarters at the Aurora Christian_Church).
Mon Akin. 11 Registration at Aurora Church 9 am. -5 p.m . 6 p.m •8 p rri; (Preregistration t rion 354-65751
WEEKLY SCNIDUll
First classes Tees.. Avg. 21
8-10 a.m. Acts,
830-10 a.m, teochtng youth; 10-1130 Christian Doctrine
10-noon Introduction 0.1., noon-12.50 Johnine






8-930 a.m. General English, 8.11 a m Practical Ministry.
9,30.11 a.m. English lit.; 11-1230 p.m Basic Homelitics;
11-1230 Restoration History;
8-930 a.m. Ger,.ra) English; 8- 9:30 Wisdom lit 0 7..
9:3011 cm lit 11•12,30_9,111,Restoration Hunts;
-4.30-324s.wis:4 ....-.*.t----W-?730-12*681scarsTPIMIltrii-ness, accounting cow ses).
6-7:30 p.m. 
•
8-11 o m Harmony. Gospels. 9-noon Church History
6-7.30 p m Special ministeries (business. accounting courses!
3 full hrs in class with no break will give 4 hrs credit
2 full hrs in class with no break will give 3 hrs credit
1 hour 30 minutes class will give 2 hr credit
EXTENSION CLASSES
Classes °rabble in the Paducah area at the Metropolis Community Christian Church at fnet,000lis III Contact Tim Vollstoat
618-5439027 for night and Saturday classes, many of the above available
IXPE14313, Audit the cows*, $112; Tuitien per credit lir per teem, 110; stip•cus bias at bow tidini at least 11 credit
hews can take el 3 evertors fee has then 5400. Resident stestents saseld beiges 1130 per esorter ( 3 Vfer Ilving arearters.
dell-cesse-eresilloble is sertalep. Ilswissesa Ileesseger tins $ires. 3544436,-
(non-credit courses designed for aiding elders and deacons in the above area I
4/#1,4"4-441410r...,"6""41114!:;!.•-kr'n4e."'" - -T-- - -..--." .-1
I Ohio Valley Christian College, R.R. 5, Benton, Ky. 42025,(502)354-6575 • •,s .47 acre carpus now under construction lust west of Aurora
We do not discriminate on the basis of rote or sex.
The exact route of the Trail of Tears
from Hopkinsville to Princeton and the
way station proved .to be a baffling
Mystery until I met Miss Fannie
Newson of Princeton. The next
Cherokee camp site was near Miss
Fannie's grandfather's farm known as
the Kenady place, about one and a half
miles out of Wallonia, in Trigg County,
Kentucky. The old Princeton-
Hopkinsville road was not ordered to be
built until 1838 and the older Wallonia
road to Princeton was used.
How welcome the big Kenady Spring
must have looked to the weary
Cherokees. The water flows from
beneath a beautiful limestone arch
which looks like it once might have
been the entrance to a cave.
The Kenady home was near the old
"Sign Board," a landmark in the
community where the deeply worn road
forked, one fork to Eddyville and the
other to Princeton. The Cherokee
campsite has been called the Indian
Field locally since 1838. Several
Cherokee died and were buried near the
site, one being a little boy about three
years old. The indians gave the child's
headband to a little son of the Kenadys
who was about the Indian boy's age.
The Cherokee headband is still a loved
and treasured keepsake in Miss Fannie
Newsom's family.
The Trail of Tears from Wallonia is
plainly visible and where it leaves the
present road is covered with a healing
mantle of honeysuckle, and I am glad.
for the winter of 1838, the deeply worn
road Was a mire cut with hundreds of
wagon ruts and the footprints of horses.
According to John Collier's Indians of
America, an eye witness in Kentucky
reported, "even aged females ap-
parently nearly ready to drop into the
grave were traveling with heavy
burdens attached to their backs,
sometimes on frozen ground and
sometimes on muddy streets with no
covering for their feet."
_Ths-aatforilar
beyond description. Buckner states that
between Hopkinsville and the next stop,
a Cherokee woman was left behind in
the woods to give birth to a baby while
her detachment marched ahead. She
was to be picked up within 48 hours by
the next detachment that followed.
Next week we will conclude Mrs
Corinne Whitehead's account of the
march of the Cherokees to Oklahoma
After that; I will print a short history of
L- ynn.Grove which was aeatia-rnsby a
12-year old reader, for which I am very
grateful. I have also received a request
- 1r7o-iii -a-ma n in
Nevada who is tracing his family. If
anyone can help this man, it will be
appreciated.
Editor, The Murray I.edger &
Times, Box 32, Mutray, Ky. 42071.
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
A Farmers Home Administration
loan in the amount of $176,000 has been
approved for the construction of Water
District No. 3 in Calloway County,
according to a telegram from Cong.
Frank A. Stubblefield. `
The Murray-Calloway' County Civil
Defense Rescue Squad has let contracts
20 1 ears Ago
Calloway County Sheriff Cohen
Stubblefield warned local merchants to
be on the lookout for a new con game in
the form of a 'quick change artist."
Judge Waylon Rayburn, president of
the Calloway County Bar Association.'
will be the guest speaker at the meeting
30 Years Ago —
Murray State College granted
degrees to 98 graduates in ceremonies
held today. Dr. Ralph H. Woods,
president. spoke on "Atoms and
Attitudes.-
Mrs. Mary Neale was named clerk of
the Calloway County Draft Board at a
40 Years Ago
Or. P. P. Clayton. president of Austin
Peay Normal. Clarksville, Tenn.,
addressed the 53 gradualting seniors of
Murray State College yesterday
_morning. He was introduced by
President James H. Richmond Who
with the aid of Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester,
registrar, and Dean J. W. Carr at the
close of the address conferred degrees
on the graduates.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Elizabeth Frances Broach, age 84,
Mrs. Elmo Sledd. Watkins Compton,
Hubert Raspberry. and Miss Eula
Hester.
SO Years Ago
A milk plant will soon be in operation
in Murray following the sale of $75,000
in stock to local and foreign interests
last week. The Hardin Morris property
east of Outland's factory has been
purchased as the site of the new plant.
Deaths reported this week include
William R. Martin, Mrs. Emma Hale,
age 68, Nathaniel Robertson. age 34,
and Elvis Swor.
The east highway running from
Murray to Eggner's Ferry is expected
to be completed this, corning week.
KANUTS
NANCY
totaling nearly $14,500 for a new fire
truck to serve rural Calloway County.
The Land Between the Lakes
Security Squad won the Murray Police
Department Pistol Match held at the
pistol range on Aug. 17. Team members
are John Hall, Bobby Hall. Lowe
Massey. and Bob Wood.
of the Methodist Men St the First
Methodist Church on Aug. 20, according
to George E. Overbey, program
chairman. Al Kipp is club president.
Miss Jean Ann Moubray, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Eulice Moubray, was
married to Charles L. Outland, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Outland, on Aug. 9
district meeting of the Selective Service
held at Paducah.
Dr. Hugh Houston and Dr. J. A.
Outland presented the program at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Mr. and Mrs. Oury Shackelford of
Sheriff Ira Fox and Deputy Charlie
Marr made two arrests on a moonshine
raid on Aug. 17 just up Blood River
from Brandon's Mill.
E. H. Lax and W. H. Finney are
members of the Board of the Directors
of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association.
Murray American Legion Post 73 will
have its annual picnic and get-to-gether
for members and families on the lawn
of Nick Hutson, post commander.
I Births reported this week include a
girl. Patricia Anne, to Mr. and Mrs J.
Graveling is now being done on the
road.
Almo High School with Preston Ty
Holland as principal will open on Aug.
27, according to Calloway County Supt.
R. E. Broach.
Alvis Jones, N. A. Rogers, Porter
Camp, Genie Gilbert, Harry Wilcox,
John Johnson, L. E. Radford, Carlos
Roberts, and P. H. Wilson, Calloway
farmers, will attend the annual field
day at the West Kentucky Experminent
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YOU KIDNAPPED my WIFE
...TO KILL HER ANC> ME
• —AFTER SUITABLE
TORTURE.,,
Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Giles 'will
celebrate their golden wedding an-
niversary on Aug. 25.
Miss Kaye Hale, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Reid Hale, was married to Joe L.
Doran, son of Mr. and Mrs Hershel'
Doran, on Aug. 4 at the First Methodist
Church.
at the College Church 01 Christ.
Mrs. Norman Lee led the program on
''My Life In The March of Missions" at
the meeting of the WS( S of the Lynn
Grove Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kelly of Raleigh.
N. C., have been the guests of her
father, Will Washer.
Murray announce the approaching
marriage of their daughter, Barbara, to
Thomas Nathaniel Erwin. The vows
will be read on Aug. 28 in Chattanooga,
Tenn.
Salmon, Chum, No. 1 tall can, is
advertised at 43 cents per can in the ad
for U-Tote-Em this week.
D. Wilson on Aug. 5.
Four generations of Beaches
gathered Aug. 14 at the home of .Alvis
Beach at Browns Grove for the first
annual reunion of the Beach family.
More than 300 persons were present for
dinner and 50 other persons called
during the afternoon.
The Rev. R. F. Gregory will be the
speaker at the revival meeting at the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church this
month.
Good sliced bacon is advertised at 23
cents per pound in the ad for Shroat
Bros. Meat Market this week.
Marriages announced this week
include Roberta Holton to Edward
Bernard Sudhoff on Aug. 15.
B. F. Schroader of Murray has an ad
this week regarding his buying of
dogwood logs.
Sugar is advertised at 59 cents for• ten
pounds in the ad for Piggly Wiggly this
week.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
Zane Grey's -The Vanishing Pioneer"
starring Jack Holt, William Powell, and
Fred Kobler.
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Let year speech be &way with
grace. — Colossians 4:6.
How much heartache could be
avoided in our world if people would
only bridle their tongues! What good
is ever accomplished between people,
when they allow their tempers to
flare?
Echoes From The Past By Ji1.1 Nlaupiti
(.4 Column of historical and genealog,ical
anecdotes. stories and family notes.)
March Begins
Crossing the Tennessee River at
Tucker's Ferry, the Cherokees were
marched across the Cumberland
Plateau to Nashville under military
escolt. The Cherokees were divided
into detachments of about 1000 and
were supposed to be provided for along
the 1200 mile trek by individuals under
contract to the United States gover-
ment who'set up way. stations. --
These stations were spaced about 15
or 20 miles apart. The detachments
were moved at about 48-hour intervals.
The sick, aged, and children were
carried in wagons, while hundreds
tramped on foot with the soldiers
bringing up the rear to keep the
stragglers in line.
When the Cherokees reached the
Stage Coach Inn near Guthrie, Ken-
tucky, Chief White Path, who had been
near death when the march began,
allegedly drank from the well at the
inn, blessed it and named it "Well of
Sweet Water," in Cherokee. The Stage
Coach Inn was built and operated by
Major John P. Gray in the early 1800's.
It still stands and is one of two
remaining inns along the Trail of Tears
in Kentucky. The Inn is now owned by
Mr. and Mrs. Thad Northington.
Across the red limestone soil of Todd
Contemporary Religious Thought'
County, the Indians tramped to the next
way station, which was on the east bank
of Little River near an old mill in
Christian County. Major John Camp-
bell had the contract to feed and
provide for the Cherokees at that stop.
- The Honorable James P. Buckner, in a
story for a Louisville paper, described
how as a boy he waited in a fever of
-- excitement for--Chief White Patly's--,-
caravan to arrive at the camp site near
Hopkinsville. He described his visit fo
the camp, the death and burial of Chief
White Path and how the grave of the
chief and that of Fly Smith, a
prominent council member, were
marked by the Cherokees for later
detachments to observe. The graves
were soon obliterated and cows grazed
peacefully over them. Buckner was
profuse in his praise for the oratorical
ability of the Cherokee preachers who
were invited to speak in tbe Hopkin-
sville churches, including Stephen.




By Rev. Earl Warford
Supt. of Missions
Blood River Baptist Assn.
In an effort to emphasize the im-
portance of the individual to the work of
our Lord and His Church, someone has
developed this visual demonstration:
We cannot spell CH RCH without U.
We cannot spell AD LT without U.
We cannot spell YO TH without U.
We cannot spell M SIC without U.
We cannot spell'S UNDAY without U.
We cannot spell S CCF-SS without U.
U are important in God's work.
However one may view such devices,
the fact still remains that YOU are
important in the eyes of God and in the
total life of your community,
Involvement is needed for one's own
development and contribution to the
community life. There is no one who
can do what you can and should ac-
complish.
There is no provision made for proxy
In the matters relating to relationship
to God. It is true that God "so loved the
world" that he provided salvation
through Jesus Christ His only begotten
son but it is also true that salvation
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moving of the Holy Spirit.
To be privileged to grow up in a
Christian home offers many ad-
vantages; however, this does not make
one a Christian. For one to be a
Christian, he must personally receive
Christ
Books and personal testimonies in
recent months have focused on "being
born again." This is an emphasis that
Jesus made during his ministry. This
experience is extremely personal.
Others may pray, persuade, witness,
counsel, or otherwise seek to influcence
another's choice but whatever choice is
made will come from the individual
who makes it.
When God created man in His own
image, this privilege of choice was
given. Responsibility and ac-
countability follow this fearful en-
dowment. One is free to choose but is
repsponsible for the choice that is
made.
Daniel Webster is reputed to have
said that the greatest thought that had
passed through his mind is his personal
accountability unto God. Every word
and deed will rise up to bless or con-




Letters to the editor are welconied
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
They- e 1Fe -riga 'to.
condense or reject any letter and
wet! as all other AP new%
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Kevin Vaughn (II) brings down Caldwell County runner Eric Om as Eric 'Ambit (S0) rWas to -
assist. The Tigers tied Caldwell 0-0 in the West Kentucky Jamboree contest Friday night at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Staff Photo By Tony Wilson
( MURRAY LEDGER 1.;.! TIMES)
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
In the past week, the
Philadelphia Phillies have
seen their 5" -game lead
over Chicago in the National
League East slip to two
games, so Garry Maddox
tried to steal one back,
literally.
Trailing 6-4 entering the
bottom of the ninth, Maddox
doubled home a run, stole
third and then tried to steal
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who Move oat
received their bersie-dellverest
copy of Tbo Merrily Ledger I
Times by 5:30 p.m. lAsioday-
Friday or by 3:30 p.n. as Seer-
days art urged to call 753-1916
between 5:30 p.m. sod 6 p.m.,
hienday-friday, er 3:30 p.m.
mod 4 p.m. Satardays, to insure
ditilvery of-the newspaper. Calls
moat be placed by 6 p.m.
weekdays or 4 p.m. Saturdays
to griarenteis delivery.
home with Jose Cardenal at
bat. Home plate umpire Ed
Montague called the - Phils
speedster out, ending the
inning and the game as San
Francisco posted a 6-5
victory over Philadelphia
Friday night.
Giants catcher .Marc Hill
had Maddox out by four or
five feet - or did he? '
The Phils weren't so sure.
Witness:'
-If Rill leaves the cat-
cher's box before the pitch,
it's a catcher's balk, and
Maddox is awarded home.
-If Hill interfers with
Cardenal, the batter takes
first and Maddox returns to
third with another chance.
It appeared that Hill may
have done one or both
(Cardenal swung at the
pitch but after backing off
from the plate), and Phils
Manager Danny Ozark was
puzzling over these points of
baseball etiquette.
Pinch hitter Mike 'vie
provided the winning runs
for the Giants with a two-
run homer in the ninth - off
reliever Tug McGraw, 8-5.
Willie McCovey had
homered earlier for the
Giants, his 120 of the year,
to help San Francisco keep
pace with the Los Angeles
Dodgers in the NI, West. Los
Angeles beat New York 7-3
Friday, maintaining a one-
game edge over the Giants.
In other NL games, San
Diego edged Montreal 3-2,
Pittsburgh beat Houston 6-3
and St. Louis ripped Atlanta
5-1.
Reds 8, Cubs 3
George Foster and Johnny
Bench smacked consecutive
home runs in the first inning
off tubs starter Dave
Roberts, 5-8, to ignite Cin-
cinnati over Chicago. The
Cubs came back in the
second with homers by Dave
Kingman, No. 21, and
Manny Trillo, but the Reds
answered with two runs in
the sixth to salt the game
away.




Make this 'COMPLETE RECREATIONAL
WORLD" your headquarters for your visit
to WALT DISNEY WORLD
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• Resident Tennis Pro
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Two Paducah Schools Lose
by TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
None of the other six
teams in last night's West
Kentucky Football Jamboree
at Roy Stewart Stadium
opened their game with any
more authority than Murray
High in the Tigers' clash
with Caldwell County.
Murray, starting from its
own 20-yard line after for-
cing Caldwell to punt on its
first possesion, drove to
their opponents' 17-yard line
in 11 plays. The drive was
highlighted by fullback 'Bo
Reed's 17-yard scamper that
wok -111e- nil- frOM 11TE
Tigers' own 23 to midfield.
But after pulling within 17
yards of a touchdown,
Murray's offense stalled.
Reed was dropped for a two-
yard loss, and quarterback
Rich Rollins was sacked 11
yards behind the line of
scrimmage on fourth down,
turning the ball over to
Caldwell. That set the stage
for the final 0-0 deadlock.
The -iirst quarter, one of
two that constituted each
game, was all Murray, at
least statistically. The
Tigers picked up 56 yards
rushing on 16 carries,
compared to only 15 on six
trys for Caldwell.
But things evened up in
the second half. After
Murray punted on a fourth
and 17 situation at the 34 on
its first possession, the
opponents put on their best
offensive show of the night.
Caldwell ground out 50
yardS-In 12 plays - all oh
the ground =- to advance to
the Tiger 16. But on third
and 11, Murray's Thomas
Kendall wrecked Caldwell
. hopes by picking off a Gary
Smith pass to kill. the
uprising. .
Kendall also played a big
By The Associated Press
Breathitt Co 32 Anderson
Co 8
Butler Co 22 Webster Co 7
Elizabethtown 7 E Hardin
Elkhorn City 13
Whitesburg 6
Estill Co 27 Fleming Co 18
Fleming-Neon 39 Mullins 8
Grayson Co 19 Ecimonson
Co 8
Harlan 48 Lynn Camp 12
Leslie Co 18 Cumberland 7
Lone Jack 12 Bell Co 6
Lynch 24 Jenkins 6
MC Napier 14 Betsy Layne
Maysville 18 W Carter 12
N Bullitt 14 Breckinridge
Co 9
Oboro Apollo 14 McLean ;
Wheelwright 20 Virgie 6
part in the Tiger offense.
The l50-pound senior half-
back rushed three times for
30 times as Murray
outgained Caldwell on the
ground, 90-51.
Only six passes were
thrown - three by each
team - and only one -
Rollins to end Robin Roberts
in the first quarter - was
coMpleted.
Murray, after running
eight more plays their their
opponent in the first half -
11;9 - wound up with a 33-28
cavantage for the game.'
-We would have been
--happier wit/I-a- '*-Murr ay
High Coach John Hina said,
"but I was still pleased with
the result. This scrimmage
removed doubts from all the
players' minds as to whether
we really had a football
team."
"I was disappointed that
we didn't get to use more of
our underclassmen," he
added, but we did get to
play several that had almost
no experience."
"I was really with the
play of Kendall and (Nick)
Swift," Hina said.
Swift, besides picking up
15 yards rushing on three
carries - all in the Tigers'
first possession - also did a
fine job punting. He booted
a 38-yarder late in the
second quarter to put
Murray out of trouble after
the Caldwell defense held at
the Tiger 33.
"I think the Murray fans
saw that we will have a
team this year that the
people can be proud of;"
Hina said,-"winners or not."
Heath 12, Lone Oak 0
Heath's convincing
victory over the purple
Flash must now surely have
Pirate fans optomistic of a
Whitely Co 17 Clay Co 13
Williamsburg 39 Clinton Co
0
Optimist Bowl




Heath scored all its points
in the first half, as it held a
commanding 8:20-3:40 ad-
vantage in possesion Of the
ball.
With 7:50 left in the first
quarter, the Pirates cap-
titalized on the The Purple
Flash' Craig Fteynold's
fumble at the Lone Oak 40.
Heath drove in for the
touchdown on five plays,
with the score coming on
quarterback Terry Am's'
five-yard run on a keeper to
the left side.
TraT-Slunnira exfra-point
attempt failed after a bad
snap from center.
Another fumble - this one
by Lone Oak halfback David
Tinsley - set up the final
score. The Pirates recovered
the ballwith 2:20 left on the
Purple Flash 20, and four
plays later, Greg Wright ran
six yards for the score.
The extra point attempt -
or at least an attempt for
some extra points - failed
when holder Dennis Boyd
attempted to run around
right end after a fake PAT
set-up, but was dropped at
the two.
Trigg.County 16, Reidland 0
Reidland's loss to Trigg
in the night's final contest
gave Paducah teams an 0-2
mark and gave Trigg fans--
some hope of improving last
year's 1-10 record.
The winners had, by far,
the most impressive
statistics of the night with a
whopping 182 yards rushing
on 22 carries in _only,_..24
minntes of play.
Reidland, meanwhile,
!picked up only 36 yards
rushing on 16 trys. Quar-
terback Dennis Peck also
had a bad day, completing
only 1 of 11 /sasses for 11
yards. He also had a pass
EQUINE STUDIES
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
AP) - How's that again, race
track studies in college? That's
how Ronnie Sawse and Diane
Walsh got jobs on the back-
stretch at Meadowlands.
The two girls met at Caze-
novia, a two-year college,
where both majored in equine
studies. Ronnie is from Little
Silver, N.J., and is an accom-
plished equestrienne. Diane,
from Waterbury, Conn., was a
beginner when she started her
equine studies at Cazenovia.
Both girls expect to make




Coach Ron Greene has
announced the addition of
tarr McCalla, an assistant
last season at Marshall
University, to his coaching
staff.
McCalla, a 25-year-old
native of Rosemark, Tenn.,
served on Greene's staff as
an assistant coach at the
•'University ofNew Orleans
during the 1976-77 season
before joining the basketball
staff at Marshall.
• a days 7 eights- -room accommonotlans
• Sound -trip transfers to and from Jetport
• InvItstIse to ear Idooday "Olt Acouslotort"
Raw Ponca Party
• 2 trips to Watt distal World tact
admIsslon. lios transfer, 11-Adnentoro
Meat wet par parson
• Adastowdow tot. The Owl Gon4losowleflootia
tardwts, Web/in Nes transfers
• eampllowetary traillIdertstlos to I. from
Reeky Point Sella* Owing Wall,
Seth's Innuary CMems.. Work
• dollsolted day/alget tennis Cowl
routrwalls• prlyllogos
• Rap of Walt Slum World • Freslw dowers.
Iced bottle if chandapo In room on arrival
• Full social pre5ram • Consplintootary sauna




8 Days • 7 Nights
Rote Aprll 22 to bor amber IS. 19711,S •
S A A In
PHONE (913) 801-75111
• Free Courtesy Car Service
to and from airport
and other selected points
• Escellerfl Meting Room. •
„Facilities
• MODERATE RATES
• See your Travel Agent
He knows us best
McCalla was an out
standing prep performer at
Arlington High School in
RAMemark, averaging p
.p.01441 a gierM- 1hla adatat
Year. It :saga al_teaTrf.
celain for twu seasons and
averarai double-110RK
as a regular at Jacksor
State Junior College.




Mark Emery, with his corp
of running backs, didn't
throw a pass all night.
Trigg wasted no time
getting on the scoreboard,
marching 70 yards on nine
plays - highlighted by runs
of 16 and 24 yards by James
Northington - to take a 6-0
lead.
Reidland began its first
possession with a note of
optomism, advancing to
Trigg's 41, but two in-
complete passes and two
penalties for delay of game
halted any scoring threat.
Trigg added insult to in-
jury by adding a field goal
- a 26-yard boot by Ernie
Baker with 15 seconds left -
for its final margin.
No official attendance was
announced for the event, but
fan support and enthusiasm
were good signs that last






One of agriculture's toughest challenges
is keeping the farm in the family. It
takes long-term planning and, often,
long-term credit. For more than three
generations, the Land Bank has helped
farm families pass along what they have
worked so hard to build. We may be
able to help you, too.








These men have many years of combined
experience in automotive repair. All to
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Little League Finals Today
FORT LACDERDALE,
Fla. (AP) — Julian Gonzales
delivered a two-run double
and then saved the game
with a brilliant job of thef
pitching Friday as Tampa,
Fla. defeated Port Hueneme,
Calif., 3-2 and moved into
today's championship game
against Taiwan in the Big-
Little League World Series.
Taiwan has won four
consecutive series crowns,
losing only one game in four
years. The Taiwan team is
unbeaten in four games this
year, so it could lose today's
game and still stay in the
running, since the tour-
nament is a double-
elimination affair.
__IL Taiwan loses the first
game, a second game bet-
ween Tampa and Taiwan
will be played later tonight
to determine the champion.
In the Friday night
semifinal, Gonzales' winning
hit scored Frank Lopez and
Todd Henry in the fourth
inning, breaking a 1-1 tie.
The Californians played
Tampa after defeating





OAKLAND tAP) — The
Oakland A's called up
catcher Bruce Robinson
today from their Vancouver
farm seam of the Pacific
Coast League and put cat-
cher- --Jefi—NeVinairon--Ih-e
disabled list.
Robinson was hitting .299
with Vancouver. Newman
has a knee injury.
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Rangers Whip Royals Lai
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Kansas City Royals
handed the Texas Rangers a
game Friday night — and
the Rangers almost dropped
it.
All their runs were
unearned as the Hangers
defeated the Royals 4-3, but
Texas almost threw the
game away with some poor
defensive play in the bizarre
game at Royals Stadium.
"Neither team played very
well today," said Texas
Manager Billy ,blunter in an
understatement, "but the
good guys survived. We
gave them a lot of help, but
they could say the same
thing about some of the runs
- -SCored."
Murray High Quarterback Rich Rollins prepares to take the snop as the Tiger offensive line braces for the play. Murray battled




A spirited Murray State
football morning practice
was held at Stewart Stadium
Friday, but two injuries
later during the session
dampened that-enthusiasm a
bit.
Mike Basiak, a 6-2, 218-
pound sophomore linebacker
from Beaver Dam, Ky., and




Basiak suffered a yet
undetermined jaw injury,
while Jones' nose was
broken.




1 Sue Of family and ages ot Children
2 MOsa many appliances use hot water"
3 Amount of rriOney to spend_
4 Best location would 2 be better than
one')
Types Of Electric Water.
Heaters
Mound - Taint type, between
45,70 inches high Plumbing
connectons on top Used where
space is no problem Largest
capacity
Under-Counter - Same design
as round type but much shorter
between 30-35 inches Fits in
erne sPlaCia Pe under kitchen
cabinets. in closets or under
seers
Tilde Tap - Squire shipe
flush to eat pawed n
Standard IS hems- Fes
kitchen and can usually be
midched 10 doom
Location
Mi aliiCtric water healer can be
placed anywhere TO mod long,
ome runs, ffs bast placed closest
to point of greatest use usually
laundry, boatman. or When
points of greatest use are
widely separated such as
luichan at one end of house and
bathrooms at other canted', two
smaller water heaters rather
than a single big one This would
eliminate long pipe runs and the
hot water loot in theirn
Electrical Requirement -
An istecinic water halaw requires







You hays two COO** Oaf-
sd orasalinad Melt
mean to a Nem Hwang Ad-
rrishisintlion report it las* trot
as long Alio lasts should be a
drain at the bottom 01 the tank to
In panodecally opened to flush
atit mineral dims*
The Heating Elements
Ou" element •s the metai-ro0
side the tank that transfers heat
directly to the water A water
heater may have one or two and
there is a drtlerence xl ivallages
The elements in a low-wattage
model tend to last longer and
operate Quieter but they take
longer to heat the writer A quick
recovery model always has two
high-wattage elements Its
purchase price is stightly higher
there is a [Miocene' in operating
costs but it quickly heats re-
placement water
What Sire?
Available frOrn 6 to 120 gatons A
40-50 gallon quick-recovery
water heater ckie to all healing
speed is adequate Iota lamdy ot
lour A low-wattage unit would
likely suffice for a smatter family
And while rts better to have a
water heater Stalk to big rather
than too Una", dont-overdo it
Otherwise, yoube paying more
operating costs than necessary
Wray Rotuma
Energy Cot-Off Switch - A
protective device that cuts on
Macincey it water temperature
reaches approximately 190 de
woes F
Tamporaturs-Pre•sur• Relief
Valve - ALOornaticaily opens it




models and prices of established
- brand name, LP* lac cec-
lion such as 1.11. (Under-
enters Laboratories) and AHAM
Of Home Appliance
4M11141116L4
Dealer - Visit only rebate*,
reputable dealers Ask about In-
sten/Aeon charges
Service - Are parts and
factory-trained personnel Rasa(
*Ws los, repair mums"
Outer Covering
A•most always metal Jacket
coated with baked while enamel
4-howereer wafer heater-is-fob"
in a protected out-of-sight spot
some brands can be purctkised
without the metal mckeit Tank
covering is insulation on 1 y
should cost less
Insulation
Fits between outer metal iactiet
and inner tank Should be of a
non-settling material Most
brands are wrapped In-blanket
fiberglass Nominal thickness is
two triches Some other insuiat
ling 'materials. such as plastic
foam, need not be as thick to
achieve the same degree of nsu
iaton
To decrease standby neat los-
ses we recommend that you add
an extra layer of R It hsuration
around the outside Research at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
hat revealed the dollar bonsai of
thus extra insulation Set at 150
degrees, a 66-gallon water hem._
ter was wrapped in R-1 1 Pilule-
bon At 2 5 cents a Olowarefour,
the savings were $'t 00 a yaw.
Savings Climbed to $20.00 a
year when the thermostats were
next Moored to 130 degrees
Warranty - Between 210
years for tank Controls ele-
ment*, and thermostats are
u- 1Firearranlad out. year only.
Dont acC0134 any eletild prom-
sea Have tie written watranty
fully explained Ask questiOns
How long does the warranty
cover parts and labor' What
pacts are covered/ After pur-
chase keep the warranty
Record date of purchase. and




-Uks and Carl boot** --
It Keep it handy for retwence -
The information could help Own-
male some needless service
calls and it will help insure











in the afternoon, with stress
being placed on the kicking
game.
The Racers will scrim-
mage- for the first- time this
season today at 1:30 p.m. at,
Stewart .Stadium, and the
public is encouraged to
attend.
The scrimmage will follow
MSU's Press Day, an event
allowing area media to meet
the coaches and players.
Gottfried cites good per-
formances from sophomore
Danny Lee - Johnson. The
first-year MSU coach at-
tributes part of Johnson's
success to a weight gain
from the 6-1 East Prairie,




W L Pet GB
77 44" .4130 -
M Si .575 7't
St 52 .51: Ilts
at 33 .565 10
64 56 133 124
53 67 .442 Z3kt
46 75 380 SI
WEST 
Kansa aty 65 55 SC -
Ciallbrra. 67 57 540 —
Texas * 59 .501 44
Oakland 01 63 491 6
Minnesota 55 67 Cl 11
Chicago - SO 70 41- 15
Seattle 45 77 369 21
Friday's Games
Chicago 7. Cleveland I
Milwaukee 2, Detroit 0
%moots 4, Toronto 3, 10 inning"
Texas 4, Kansas City 3
California 3, Bellmore 2
Boston 6, Oakland 3
New York 6, Seattle 1
Satwday's Crates
Texas !Jenkins 11-71 at Karim, City
Leonard 13-14
Boston (Lee 10-91 at Oakland Jarmo
9-6 or Keough 7-101
rlucago 'Barrios 7710) at Cleveland
Paxton 14), in
Duthie (Wilcox 114) at Milwaukee Au-
gustine 11-11 I. fl
Toronto (Garvin 3-11) at Minnesota (Se-
rum 641, In)
Baltimore ( Palmer 14-11) M Callionda
• Hartsel 4-7), in •
New York Cildrow WO at Seattle (CAI.
born 341.
Sunday's Gentle
Clucrigo at Cleveland .
Toronto at Minnesota
Detroit at Milwaukee
Texas at Kansas City
Baltimore at California
Boston d Oakland
New York at Seattle. , n •
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W I. Pet. GI
Phi ladeiphia 63 55 334 -
(lurago el 54 517 2
Misdealt 57 62 471 OW
Montreal Se 64 475 7
St loud, 51 71 .41$ 14
New York 411 71 .4116 143*
MIFF
Los Angeles 72 50 MO
San Francisco 71 51 142 l
Cincinnati 00 53 541
San Diego 63 WI 516 e_
Bouillon 501 05 463 is*
Atlanta 56 66 456 164
Trlder's Gams
• -eireinrinatts.-ciecterol
San Diego 3, Montreal
to Anodes 7, New York 3
San Francisco 6, Philadelphia
ifittsbuteh Si Wfuncn 3
Inule 5, Atlanta I
Salarday's Games
Inn Angelo* 011allket 134) at New York
Etruhert 24)
Claidanati (Ma** 341 St ('hew,
(lamp 542)
Houston I Dixon 114 and Ran Nara 371
at Pittsburgh Ream 04 and lilyliiven e-
ll. 1,
Son Francisco I Montetuovn • 4 • at
Philadelphia r Ruthven 1041, Oil
San Dmipo Jones 14111 at Montreal
(Sanallraiiill4 or Sehattedei 14'i, (n)
Atlanta (McWilliarna 541 at 1141440"
raircesdi0-14).(10
desday's QM*
Los Angel* * thrw York
San Nap at Montreal
Cincinnati et Chicago
Atlanta .4 56 Louis
San Franciano at Phlladelphi• •
205.
Quarterback Mike Dickens
appears to be fully
recovered from an operation
last spring to correct an






according to gottfried, is
performing well: Jerry
Powell, a 5-11, 180-pound
freshman..
The Murray gridders have
finally arrived on a
nickname for 6-6, 410 pound
freshman offensive tackle
Vernon Broadnax. The
name? — Mt. Vernon.
Pre-Season Football
Saturday's Games
Philadelphia at Atlanta, n
Denver at Buffalo, n
Pittsburgh at New York
Giants, n
Chicago at Cincinnati, n
Tampa Bay at New
Orleans, n
St.Louis at Green Bay, n
Houston at Dallas, n
New York Jets at San
Diego, n
Sunday's Games
Kansas City at New
England
Oakland at San Francisco
Staff Pilot* By Tony Wilson
Frey Named
KENT, Ohio (AP) —
William R. Frey was named
the defensive line football
coach at Kent State
University, it was announced
Friday.
Frey, 32, who was an
assistant coach at West-
minster College in New
Wilmington, Pa., for the
past two years, replaces
John Haering, who resigned




leading off the Texas first
and took second og a wild
pitch by rookie Rich Gale.
After Jim Sundberg beat out
an infield hit, both runners
scored when first baseman
Pete LaCock threw wildly to
second base on a double-play
attempt.
The Royals' manager was
in for more shocks later in
the game. In the Texas
fourth, Bobby Bonds singled
and took second on a
throwing error by shortstop
Fred Patek. Then Richie
Zisk struck out but was
saved by a passed ball.
John Lowenstein singled
home Bonds and Zisk, who
moved around to third,
came home with the
Rangers' eventual winning
run on a ground ball by
Toby Harrah.
In other American League
games, the Boston Red Sox
beat the Oakland A's 1-3,
the New York Yankees
defeated the Seattle
Mariners 6-1; the California
Angels beat the Baltimore
Orioles 3-2; the Milwaukee
Brewers blanked the Detroit
Tigers 2-0; the Chicago
White Sox trimmed the
Cleveland Indians 7-1 and
the Minnesota Twins beat
the Toronto Blue Jays 4-3 in
10 innings.
Red Sox 6, A's 3
Jim Rice had four hits —
intluding his 30th homer of
the season — and scored
three runs as Boston beat
Oakland.
Rice, the major league
leader in homers and runs
batted in, hit a two-run shot-
off Steve Renko in the first
inning for his 100th and 101st
RBI. The slugging outfielder
doubled in the sixth and
scored on a single by
Carlton Fisk to send the
American League East
leaders ahead 3-2. After the
A's tied the score, Rice
triggered a game-breaking,
three-run rally in the eighth
deers 1
with eebasechmait.
Ed Figueroa held Seattle
to four hits and Mickey
Rivers drove in one run and
scored another as New York
defeated the Mariners. Paul
Mitchell, 6-12, battled
Figueroa, 12-8, in a 1-1
pitching duel until the
Yankee seventh when Rivers
drove in a run with a
ground ball.
The Yankees scored twice
more in the eighth to put the
game away as Graig Nettles






3 to 7 O'Clock
at the studio
1519 London Dr.






Ages 4 and up
Sandy Coleman instructor, member N.B.T.A. and I.B.T.A. Registered Twirling and
modeling judges. Featured in America's Who's Who for Twirling. Instructor of many
local, state and national title holders. fudge for America's Youth on Parade National
















For Only $411119° You Save $85"








Reg, List Price Both Chain Saw & Stove $529.90
•
90 Oa/slime As cask
TIffTWIPPItOrfrt lettalr -- -
Package Deal Savings Of,$85.00
Murray Lawn
Garden Center
200 E. Main- Murray, Ky., 1534-3361
The 
Law With____ 
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Anglers at Lake Malone may
now take any size or number
of bluegill following
rescission of a longstanding
special limit on this species
at the southwestern Ken-
tucky lake.
In rescinding the limit,
Commissioner Arnold L.
Mitchell of the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources cited
data recently compiled by
the department's fishery





Bowers, director of fisheries
with the department, the
special limit of 30 bluegill
was mandated in the late
1960s to correct a scarcity of
bluegill at Lake Malone
which was caused by an
earlier overstocking of black
bass. This black bass
population held -down the
number of bluegill through
predation.
- To help correct the problem,
the department removed size
and creel limits on black
bass at Lake Malone from
late 1972 to mid-1973. During
this time, says,Bowers,
10,000 bass were talcen from
the lake. This effort, coupled
with the special limit on
bluegill, has now brought the
bluegill and black bass
populations into balance in
the lake.
"We now need normal
fishing pressure on both
bluegill and black bass,"
explained Bowers.From now
on, there will be no limit on
bluegilron Lake Malone the
same applies statewide).
bass zrzlerc rful
take no more than 10 bass a
day. The possession limit on
bass is 20 after two or more
days of fishing la possession
limit cannot be held in the
field) and the size limit on
blacck bass is 12 inches.
The 692-acre Lake Malone,
located in Logan, Muhlen-
bert and Todd counties, was
impounded in 1961 and




By itansp Brooks, jr. several others, before his for allowing one of his guests
Four wheelers made the truck crashed into a tree and- to drive off in a condition of
news yeaterday. And we caught on fire. If he lives he intoxication that resulted in a
repeat the story in this column will be charged with 
murder. , car wreck and injury. That
for the simple reason that we Be perfectly honest may be one answer. Seeing
think a lessen can be learned with yourself. Where does the Your guests get stewed if you
from it, not because we en- blame belong? Are four wheel have to fork out in court might
joyed hearing it drive trucks the problem? make it not quite so funny.
Paul Harvey related the Should we ban all four wheel What if we carried that one
story in one of his corn- drives from the face of the step further? And let the folks
mentaries on the news, and earth so this type of thing does who are raking in all those
the basics of the story were not happen again? If you think handsome profits on the sale
something `like this. Two this is the way to go, many of of alcohol pick up- the tab on
fellows, both of them four- the gun control advocates in the responsibility end of it. If
wheelers with founvheel drive DC would be happy to know they're going to make a killing
trucks, were in a bar drinking, you better for they use about selling the stuff, let them
They got in an argument with the same type of reasoning, share in paying for the
each other over which truck How about the fourwheelers killing that the customer
would pull the most.. As the involved? Is the competitive does when he hits the street
_night wora za....the-argument. nature of many four wheelers in his car.
the real culprit/ that produced It seems that might be a
slightly sobering influence on
society.
• There is a real and growing
problem in this country when
alcohol gets behind the
steering wheel. Frankly,
we're not smart enough to
know the solution but it looks
like its high time at least some
of us started looking for one.
There are some folks who let
their hogs run loose in .the
neighbors corn field and dont'
lose much sleep over it - yet
you'd be surprised how fast
they can fix those fences when
they start paying for the
damage.
Your comments are always
welcome. Have a nice week
and HAPPY FOUR
WHEE LING . 
grew more Intense and finally
both men went outside the bar
and tied their trucks together.
One of them got in the first
lunge and we believe it was
said he tore out his tran-
smission. The other, now
victorious, roared off wide
open into the night; right
through the middle of the
crowd that had gathered to
watch, killing two or
three people and injuring
oar
With the privilege to own a
gun goes the responsibility to
make certain that gun is
safely placed and handled.
This is especially true of
sporting arms stored in the
home from one season to the
next.
The first step- Ts to recheck
the chanbers of all rifles and
shotguns—Many hunters
have experienced the shock
of fidning a shell or cartridge
in the barrel of a gun even
though the -magazine was
empty. This is why veteran
shooters automatically
check a gun before handing it
to someone or immediately
after having it handed to
them.
In-home facilitiis for
storing handguns .and long
guns should be in cabinets
that are locked, perferably.
This is especially important
if older children are present
because most of them are
curious about firearms. If
locable storage is not
available, trigger locks can
be purchased for each gun.
, Ammunition, also, should be
secure and preferablr
distant from the guns so they
aren't easily brought
together. And rather than
treat guns lightly, write for
the National Shooting Sports
Foundation pamphlet:
"Firearms Safety in the
Home." Send twenty-five
cents to NSSF, 1075 Post
Road, Riverside, Con-
necticut, 06878.
It's the electric heat pump. It can cool your home-in
summer, just like central air conditioning. Then in cold
weather, the electric heat pump automatically reverses
its cycle to become a central heating system that's 200
percent efficient in this region. That's home heating for
_halttbk _wat,
For mor6Triform—gion-abolitihisAietter
idea for home heating and cooling, ask us
for a free copy of the folder, Heat Pump: 
The Energy Miser.
Murra -Ma field
this tragedy? Maybe they had
been to a truck pull or heard of
one. Does that automatically
make truck pulls guilty and
something that should not be
permitted for any reason? Be
careful here lest you bad-
mouth your society; a society
that thrives on and strongly
promotes virtually all aspects
of competition as being worth-
while. We believe in sports. At
least we act like it. Even in our
everyday lives.
I suspect that nearly
everyone of you know what the
problem is; and was, in this
particular incident. Alcohol is
the fairy godmother of grief. It
is the greatest poison ever
concocted in the stream of life.
We're not out to preach a
sermon. You can hear those at
church if you care enough to
go. To drink or not to drink as
we see it is a moral issue, and
one best dealf with by working
on the character of each of us.
not by legislation. Witness
prohibition.
When are we going to ever
learn that driving and
drinking cannot exist in a -
partnership status? A great
percentage of Americans
today, do drink. And many. of
them drive after doing that
drinking. The right to drink is
vigorously championed.
We noted one court case
recently in which it was









At this time of year, the
grasshopper population is at its
peak and many of the insects
are blown from fields onto the
surface of streams and lakes
everywhere.
Bass crappie, trout, sunfish
catfish and most other sport
fish conside t is a feast.
For th o have limited
experience with this unique
bait, Mercury outboards'
fishing experts offer some tips
to make grasshopper angling
more productive.
Collecting grasshoppers is
easy. Find a field, catch them hy
hand or net and you're in busi-
ness:
Keep them alive in a bucket
with grass and leaves. Put
screen wire over the top and
place the. bucket in a cool spot.
There are various manu-
factured grasshopper bait
boxes available, or you can
make your own with a ketchur
bottle and piece of rag to stuft
in the open end.
A narrow-necked bottle
makes it easy to shake out one
grasshopper at a time.
Just don't set it in the sun or
ihL bait atuiskt,1-.
Grasshoppers ca-  ii firited
either on top of the water or
below the surface.
Best place to hook one is
through the collar just behind
the head.
If you're fishing on top, cast
the bait ahead of likely hsh
holding spots and let it drift
far fishing uncterwiter. use
split shot to sink the bait and
_clunkj around suitks_n logs,
root wads, rocks and Mkt
taces where fish are likely to
Try grasshopper fishing It's
fun, and a gOod way to catch




For you basun' folks that
are missing out on the late
afternoon and evening
fishing, get down there and
enjoy some of the most
frantic topwater casting you
will ever see.
The black bass are
schooling real good along
certain rocky banks and
they will make your blood
pressure rise even if you
don't fish.
Some areas are better
than others for schooling
bass but no one knows why.
They just show up every day
to feed in thee same areas
unless of cou1se, there is a
major storm or some other
disaster.
I have fished these bans
before they started chasing
shad and it's like the middle
of the desert, not a single
pickup or even a passing
roll.
It helps to have at least
two rods ready with lures
attached so if a bass strikes
something other than the
lure you are working cast
the second lure im-
mediately into the splash
ring the bass made and
maybe that will be the one
it wants.
Even if a keeper bass isn't
boated you can have a lot of
fun, ask Ricky Lowe.
I have been seeing a lot of
the freshwater drum fish
that have died for some
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reason or other and I
thought you might like to
know a little more about
them.
This -fish has a long body,
high back, blunt snout, a
small mouth low in position
and a long, deeply notched
dorsal fin.
It may be distinguished
from all other fishes of the
region by the extension of
the lateral line across the
caudal fin and by the
presence of two anal spines
of which the second is much
longer and stronger than the
first.
The freshwater drum
ranges from the Hudson Bay
drainage to Guatemala. It is
most abundant in larger
streams and in lakes having
a sitty bottom. It is common
in some of thhe Great Lakes
where its flesh is regarded
as being nearly worthless in
contrast to the moderate
esteem with which it is
regarded in Kentucky.
Whether this difference is
biological or environmental
is not known.
When a few inches in
length the drum feeds on
aquatic insects and
crustaceans; as it increases
in size it consumes more
clams and snails that it
crushes with its stong,
molar-like teeth.
As you bassin' people
know, these big ole drum
will surely slam into a crank
bait just like a bass! The
information on the fresh-
water drum was taken from
the field manual of Ken-
tucky risNes-.—
Be it gamefish or rough-
fish, chase it and catch it
and enjoy it!
Happy Fishing!
HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories. _
and
Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires IL 4 W .D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires




Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
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Murray Business News Briefs
Pictured from lett are the members of the landolt Insurance agency, Gene landolt,
lochie Landolt, George Landolt and Mary Williams. George landolt is a new partner in
the firm and their new offices are located at 304 North Fourth Street.
George Landon
Joins Agency
George Landoll., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Landolt and
grandson of Mrs. George
Hart, has become a partner
in Landolt Insurance Agency
of Murray. The agency has
recently moved to new
quarters located at 304 N.
4th St.. phone 753-8170. The
new office is the former
-retidence -01 -Mr: -and "Mrs-.--
George Hart. . •
The agency was
established in Murray in
4967 and was located- at 206
Maple prior to moving to its
new quarters on 4th Street.
The agency was operated
by Gene and Lochie Landoll
and Mary Williams also
works in the office.
George Landolt, 23,
received his insurance




Insurance in Nashville. He is
an agent ,for Prudential for
the greater Nashville area -
as well as Murray and West
Kentucky.
. While at Vanderbilt • be
studied in Germany, Austria,
France and Guatamala in
meeting the requirements
for his degree. He is a
member of the Vanderbilt
chapter of Sigma Chi
fraternity,
He is aiso the founder of
Landolt Tree Service which
sells cut wood to order, tops
Hamilton Meets
Local Bankers
Dr. Harold P. Hamilton,
assistant state treasurer, has
recently been visiting the
banks in Calloway County
representing State Treasurer
Frances Jones Mills.
As head of the State
Treasury Department, Mrs.
Mills works closely with
bankers in investments in
state moneys.
stolen vehicles and 33 arrests.
Post 10, Harlan, won the
"Screaming Eagle" trophy
for the most stolen vehicles
recovered during 1977. Of-
ficers assigned to the Harlan
Post recovered 270 stolen
vehicles valued at $866,177 and
made 95 auto theft arrests.
This is an outstanding ac-
complishment considering
and trims trees and does
other custom tree work.
Landolt is a 1973 graduate
of Murray High School and
graduated from Vanderbilt
University in May of this
year with a degree • in
languages and a minor in
business.
Landolt will sell all types
of general tosurance but
plans to specilize in' thesale
of life, health and pension
planning.
Landolt resides at 304
North 4th and will • be
available at the office to
discuss any insurance needs.
"I am happy to be back in
Murray and look forward to
renewing old friendships and
meeting the many new
people who have moved here
in recent years," he said
that the State Police Post at
Harlan consists of only three
counties and has no interstate
highways.
The Independent Insurance
Agents of Kentucky joined
with the Kentucky State
Police in 1975 to form the
"Screaming Eagle" Auto
Theft Program. The program
was designed to increase the
officer's awareness of the
Screaming Eagles Recover Vehicles
The -Screaming Eagle"
theft program continues to
improve the recovery rate of
stolen vehicles in the state of
Kentucky. State Trooper
William H. Riley, Post 10,
Harlan, •Kentucky, received
the first place award of $1,500
paid vacation for his 24 arrests
and recovery of 67. vehicles,
valued at $163,520. Detective
phil Woods of Post 11, London,
Kentiicky, was second wttrf-32—groYARR PFeigern in-the-field
-of
auto theft. State officials ask
the officers to make as many
NCIC (National Crime In-
formation Computer) checks
as possible on stopped
vehicles. Officers began to
develop more indepth in-
spections of vehicles and
occupants. Special emphasis
was placed on examination of
vehicle identification num-
bers, federal standard
stickers, license plates, and
ownership papers.
After the officers began to
develop experience in auto
theft investigations, and the
techniques used by
professional theft rings, they
began to successfully break
several large scale rings
operating in Kentucky.
--The program is -based on a
point system and works this
way:
1 point is given for a stolen
vehicle recovery without in
arrest.
5 points for a stolen vehicle
recovery with a follow-up
arrest.
10 points for an immediate
arrest when the person is
arrested in possession of a
stolen vehicle.
The immediate arrest
carries more points in order to
encourage use of the NCIC and
LINK computer system. Any
10 point accumulation earns
an eagle decal for the door of
his patrol car. Five (5) eagles
50 ) points qualifies as an Ace.
Points are totaled at the end
of each year and the officer
with the highest point total is
the-winner. Eight awards are
given for the top eight point
totals: First place award
consists of a $1,500 paid
vacation. •
The eight 1977 award win-
ners combined recovered 184
stolen vehicles, made 114 auto
theft arrests, and recovered
stolen vehicles valued at
$484,930.
When the program began in
Hoover Introduces New Cleaner
— The Hoover- Com-
pany is announcing the in-
troduction of a new line of
upright vacuum cleaners
called the Concept One which
are being touted as the best
cleaners ever built.
The Concept One cleaners
are equipped with an all new
and improved cleaning
system which features the
Quadraflex Agitator. The
nCwly -stYled 'agit'ator has
doubled the brushing and
grooming action of previous
models. Precision angle
bristles reinforced by beatell
bars offer a kinetic cleanin
action that cleans and grooms
carpeting better than ever
before.
These new Hoover cleaners
feature unique brushed edge
cleaning on the right side that
cleans closer to baseboards
than any other domestic
uprights, in addition to strong
edge suction on both sides of
the cleaner.
A large disposable bag with
600 square inches of filter area
promises the user an extended
period of efficient cleaning
before replacement is
necessary. Bag can be
changed in seconds and hands
never need touch the dirt.
Another plus is the
automatic carpet adjustment
which regulates itself for most
rugs, plus special settings for
truly easy cleaning, on deep
shags or plush type carpeting.
_All models are equipped_ _ _
with a two-speed switch for
either extra suction power or
quiet yet efficient cleaning.
These cleaners have large
rear wheels for easy
maneuverability from room to
room and dual handle refease
levers for extra convenience.
Hoover also has available on
two _of the four new models
their very popular power













self-propelled and glides ef-
fortless over any type of
carpet. "Action Grip" puts
you in complete command —
the cleaner moves as fast or
slow as you want.
Soft-touch cord rewind is
available on two models.
1975, Agents and Police Of-
ficials had hoped for a 50 per
cent increase in stolen vehicle
recoveries. This was ac-
complished the first year and
it has gained significantly
since then. The totals below
compare the program to the
year of 1974 before the
program began:
Stolen Vehicles
Year 1974, Recovered 1,030,
Arrests 530, Value. $1,48448. _
Year 1975, Recoliered 1,540,
Arrests 859, Value $3,604,927.
Year 1976, Recovered, 1,796, .
Arrests 1,173. Value ;4,881,796.
Year 1977, Recovered 1,969,
Arrests 1,146, Value $6,706,922.
Lt. Richard McQuown,
Commander, Auto Theft Unit'











scarce in the American
Toloilles about 1700, so
"halls of credit" were
printed to be redeemed
by future taxes. This
paper money soon
declined to a ratio of 26
by Bill Boyd paper to one silver.
It's 100 to one that you'll be pleased by the fast,
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Dr. Hamilton, former
president of Kentucky ,s,
Wesleyan College, Owen- *
sboro, met with local *
bankers to discuss their
working relationship with *
the Treasury Department.
Dr. Hamilton indicated
that the Treasury Depart- .0
ment and the banks in





Serving West Kentucky & Tenn.
Representing




Yes We Sure Do!
• The fact is that we are very much in the
Auto Rental Business.
• Remember we are never very far away and














For example, August 17th through August
23rd the rate is 7.50% which is 1/4% more
than the treasury bill.
Each Week's Rate is


















Savings 8 Loon Association
All accounts are insured up to $40,000 and interest is
compounded daily from date of deposit to date of with-
drawal. Passbook accounts may add to or withdraw al any
time. Certificates require S1,000.00 minimum. Dividends
may be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, an-
nually as the depositor may choose.



























7.79% Effective j 8.06% Effective
—1ttifiraTTri11--" 'Allnuatrerr-----"F
(Substantial Penalty for Early Withdrawal of Certificates)
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In a meeting held recently at French Lick, Ind., the Freed Cotham Company was
among 20 dealers out of 200 recognized as outstanding G. E. Monogram dealers. A GE
Monogram dealer is one with an outstanding reputation for their work and honesty in
the area served, for superior installation, service and an ability to promote the product.
Randy Thornton and Bob Akers, being GE dealers for 26 years, were present to accept
the award for Freed Cotham Company, presented to them by Glen Seigler, Zone
manager and Harmon Williams, GE Representative for this area.
Phony Invoices Plague Businesses
The letter arrives, your
company name and address
peeping through the front of
the window envelop. It looks
Just like a bill.
The sheet inside resembles
other invoices. It's from the
U. S. Business and Financial
Directory, at a Philadelphia
address; in crisply outlined
boxes are the date, terms (5
per cent 10 days - net 30);
reference number,
description - (half -Page' 'ad
and amount ($325). There's
a lot of type at the bottom,
some mentioning extra
discounts for prompt
payment and reduced prices
for purchase of the direc-
tory.
And if you keep on
reading, there's usually a
legal notice Saying that this
"bill" is just a solicitation,
and you don't owe anybody
anything unless you accept
the offer.





recently announced plans for






have achieved milestones in
producing the nation's first
modern blended •cigarette




and the leading low-"tar"
cigarette (Vantage).
Reynolds Tobacco R&D
has also developed the first
moisture-proof cellophane
pack; originated broadly
adopted methods of using
expanded and reconstituted




that serve as the ben-
chmarks for the industry.
R&D specialists with the
College Inn line of chicken
and beef products owned by
RJR Foods,Inc. are credited
with cooking up the first
frozen dinner. Back in_JLrld
War II, College Inn tom-
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The
Manufacturing Chemists
Association has awarded two
certificates of achievement
and four certificates of honor
to chemical manufacturing
plants and laboratories in
Kentucky for the safe com-
pletion of 1977 operations.
Certificates of achievement
are awarded by MCA to 
chemicalmanufacturing
facilities which have com-
pleted the calendar year
prepared a limited numoer
of chicken and beef frozen
dinners for American and
British long-range bomber
crews, to give the aviators a
chance to have a hot meal
on return from their
mission. The concept of a
frozen dinner was unheard-of
in those days.
RJR Foods has developed
' the Most successful super-
market food or beverage
introduction in recent years
in Hawaiian Punch Drink
Mix. RJR Foods' Chun King
Oriental frozen foods in
Feboary became the first
major convenience food
brand to come up with
extensive microwave oven
instructions, printed on the
packages.
For RJR Archer, Inc.
R&D superiority has become
a necessary part of its
growth. Once a captive
packaging supplier for
Reynolds Tobacco, Archer
has capitalized on a steady
stream of innovations to
expand its outside business
and provide increased
service to the Tobacco
Company.
This year, Archer suc-
cessfully reformulated
packaging for Maxwell
House coffee, L'eggs pan-
without a death or injury
involving days away from
work. Certificates of honor are
awarded for completing the
year without a death or injury
involving days away from
work or days of restricted
activity.
For 1977, 576 certificates
were awarded by MCA to
chemical operations in the
United States and Canada —
247 certificates of
achievement and 329 cer-
'Which do you think









strips and Trident and
Freshen-up gum. Archer






With Archer committed, to
concentration in new areas
of flexible packaging and
film applications, R&D's role
there will become, more
prominent.
Expanding new-product
ventures and the swift
growth of technology in the
cigarette. business have led
Reynolds Tobacco to also
make an increasing com-
mitment to R&D.
Therefore, the four-story
laboratory to be constructed
within the expansion
program has been designed
to enable ` Reynolds
researchers "to handle a
larger and More
sophisticated workload,"
according to James R.
Peterson, RJR executive
vice president in charge of
corporate R&D.
The lab will have facilities





Established in 1950 and
administered by MCA's Oc-
cupational Safety and Health
Committee, this program is
one part of the chemical in-
dustry's efforts to insure the
safety of the people working in
the manufacture of industrial
chemicals.
ftecent National Safety
Council figures show that the
overall excellent safety
performance of the chemical
the newspaper to see what
sales you might be inter-
ested in?'






acquisitions are planned in




sophisticated, ore R&D ef-
fort is required to monitor,
evaluate and capitalize on
new developments in science
and technology," Peterson
added.
He pointed out that with
the emphasis on new
products and new
technology, R&D also takes





For example, each new
cigarette requires sizable






adaptation to new processes,
materials and components,
Peterson said.
industry has improved even
further, moving it from sixth
to fifth place in a safety rating
of 41 industries.'
MCA certificates of
- achievement In Kentucky
have been awarded to:
Calvert City — Calvert CO
Plant, Airco Alloys Division,
Airco, Inc.
Calvert City — Calvert City
Plant, Airco Carbide Division,
Airco, Inc.
MCA certificates of honor in
Kentucky have been awarded
to:















Borden Chemical Division of
Borden, Inc.
Too often, according to
officials of government
agencies and Better
Business Bureaus, that last
paragraph isn't read
carefully by people who pay
the bills for business firms
all across the country and
the "bill" is paid. That
might or might not result in
a half-page ad in a
publication.
It's all part of the so-
called phony invoice scheme,
which, despite toughened
laws and increased sur-
veillance by legal
authorities, continues to
plague businesses both small




are more remote from the
executives who could tell
them no such advertisement
was purchased, often fall
victim. But according to an
investigator for the Small
.Business Administration,
small firms "which can
least afford to lose money
are the choicest plums for
con artists."
The phony invoice scheme
itself accounts for about a
$25 million loss each year to
victimized firms, according
to the U. S. Postal Service.
Kentucky companies are
bilked of their share of this
conservative national
estimate, 'says an official at
the consumer protection
.division of the state Attorney
General's office. She warns
that the problem hasn't been
solved by changes in the law
that went into effect_ in late
1977 tightening the
"disclaimer" provisions that
must legally be included on
such solicitations. Sometimes
these disclaimers still aren't
read by unsuspecting
businessmen, and sometimes
th con artists attempting the
fraud flaunt the law and
omit the required
disclaimers.
But while the phony in-
voice is said to be the most
common type of scheme
designed to separate
businesses from their cash,
still others are prevalent —
and more are being
dreamed up every day.
Among the ones that par-
ticularly target on small
businesses are:
—Double-billing, often
done deliberately with hopes
that the business firm will
not remember paying the
bill the first time around.
Many honest companies
contribute to the problem by
automatically sending out
second invoices one week
after the first invoice is
sent, with the same double-
payment result.
—Bill-padding by unethical
vendors of • specialized
services; - owners and
managers of Alai!
• businesses may be unaware
of fair charges for such
services and accept the
inflated figures.
—Over-charging for freight
deliveries, which can happen
even when the freight
carrier is honest since
freight tariffs are complex
and are frequently changed.
—Flinun-(larrunery in loan
packaging, with con artists
claiming to have "pull" with
the Small Business
Administration which would
grease the wheels in getting
SBA loans; in reality, these
people often simply fill out
routine loan applications and
file them with the SBA as
any individual can do, but




bank checks; the checks ate
often automatically accepted
by the unsuspecting small
business due to the solid
reputation of cashier's
checks.
—Offers to sell "goverti-
.ment surplus" at purported
distress prices; in reality
it's standard goods at or
above market prices.
(Actual government surplus
is never offered for sale by
telephone).
Kentucky businesses are
urged to be wary of all such
transactions and not to
hesitate checking with ap-
propriate authorities if fraud
is suspected. Such checks
can be made with the local
Better Business Bureau, the
Small Business
Administration office in
Louisville and the Kentucky
Attorney General's office
consumer protection
division) at the state capitol
in Frankfort. Suspect
solicitations that come by
mail should also be reported
to the U. S. Postal Service,
either locally or • in
Washington, D.C.
FORT WORTH, TEX. —
The U. S. Radio Shack
division of Tandy Cor-
poration recorded sales of
$65,699,000 for the month of
July, a 17 percent gain over
sales of $56,413,000 for- July
of last year. Sales of U. S.
Radio Shack stores in
existence more than one
uyear rose 11 percent during
July 1978.
Consolidated sales for July
were reported by Tandy to
be $78,992,000, an increase of






We represent the finest Insurance companies
in the business, such as: •
* St. Paul Fire & Marine
* West:American.
* Western Surity
* Fireman's Fund American Life
* Neu. Hampshire Insurance Group
Continental Insurance Co.
* Fidelity and Deposit
,2_,Eizeatizaalund InsurantAreo---;
* Hartford Insurance Group
*.Home Insurance Co.
* Kentucky Insurance Co.
*Qhio Casualty
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Continued-From Page VI =GM
LUMBER - building 2 ROW CORN header for




A LIMITED number of
dealerships available









Windows, and all ac-
cessories_ .No fees. We -_












Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 S.. 5th
13 For Sale Or Trade
FOR SALE or trade for
pickup truck, 1972 Olds
Tornado. Call 436-5837.
14 Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY STAN;
DING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757
WANT TO buy used Gym
Set. Call 436-2742 after.
6:00.
GOOD USED 3 BR
trailer. 759-1127.
TIMBER WANTED. We
pay top pticas on
standing timber,. tie
logs, or veneering. Call
489-2334, Wayne Adams.
. -
WOULD LIKE to. buy
canopy bed, call after.
3 p.m. 753-8001.
,PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL




15 Articles For Sale
GOOD USED gas dryer
759-1127.




holster. $200.00. Call 435-
4548.




natural wood. Call 753-
6424.








. refrigerators and deep
freezers, one used 110
air conditioner, four
manual typewriters,
school desk from S1 to
52. Murray Ford Trac-
tor, South 4th, 759-
4895.
FOR SALE, formica and
• Wilson art, larnenated
plastic. sizes 2'x4' --
4'x12' at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.
West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
1203 Story Avenue.
; WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill








Ole _ . . r * i**
102 N. 4P - 753-5397
COLD SPOT refrigerator,
bottle gas stove and
bottle gas hot water
tank. Misc. items. Call
436-5482.
GE REFRIGERATOR,
$30. 40" electric stove,
$65. Good condition, call
753-9321.
BABY BED, $25. • High
_chair, $10. Pecan dining_
table and chair. Call 753-
7136 or 753-6701.
FOR SALE, Water bed
like new, $300 or best
offer. Call 753-8687
"
SEVEN PIECE Oak den






Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture, 641 North.
WE NOW HAVE four big






keeper, and two crispers
for the low price of $499.
Goodyear Service Store,





B-W TV. Upright piano,












Monday-Friday - 7:30-2:30 Saturday 7 : 30 til 5:00
PRICE HA1R-CUT $1.50 PRICE SHAVE $1.25
CALL 753-4013
IN THE CALLO WAY
COUNTY FISCAL COURT
IN THE MATTER OF PETITION OF LARRY
LEE HALE FOR DISCONTINUANCE OF A
1 ROAD UNDER KRS 178.070 IN NOR-
THEASTERN CALLOWAY COUNTY, KEN-
TUCKY
NOTICE
The Fiscal Court of Calloway County now has
under consideration the petition of Larry Lee
Hale to discontinue and abandon a road running
rsiIas
, TolloWg,
• That part of the old Coy Road
which begins at Petitioner's
South boundary line to Richard
Holt; thence North to Coy Road's
• intersection with the Haley Road
and the distance closed being ap-
proximately one-half mile.
The public is hsreby notified that such per
mission will be granted and proper orders en-
tered if no objeeffbri trthl4efltro 1E.TITed fØj-
the County Judge/Executive of Calloway Coun-
ty, Kentucky, on or before the 21 day of Angust.
asman141711e---a.7,-esaara...a.zitstramerekavaaso•livawraue




72 model. 1967 Ford 2
ton truck, need to sell
this week. Call 1-901-
782-3833.
FOR SALE tobacco and
tomato sticks. Call 489-
2126.









Front quarter 85 cents a
pound, whole or half 95
cents a pound, hind





53-0129 or 75.3-7370. Meat Processing, 642-
8201 off 641. One mile
TRUCK TOOL BOX north of Paris on Old
Deluxe, 492.50. Stan- Murray Road.




Vinson Tractor Co. 753-
4892.
20 Sports Equipment




sell. Call 753-2316 after
5 p.m.
FOR SALE 105 hp
Chrysler Outboard
Used less than 20 hours.
Phone .759-1872
FOR SALE floating duck




engine, vee drive, fly
bridge, sleeps40-,-marty
extras. Call 474-2390 for
appointment.
1121=111111111
LIKE NEW silver Vin-
cent-Bach trumpet
Excellent condition,






Selection - quality -L"
price cannot be beat
anywhere. Shop for








FOR SALE, BSR turn-










PIANO FOR SALE -
WarART: Mit3-ons-ille -
party to take over











piano, organ„ or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons
age 6 and up -- begin-
ners to advanced.






apartments, one at New
Concord, one on
waterfront lake lot. Both
air conditioned and rent
for $60 month. 436-2427.
SMALL EFFICIENCY
apartment partially
furnished $85 Per month,
water included. Call 753-
7547.
NOW AsAILABLE at
Southside Manor 3 - 1
bedroom apts. for
'person 62 years .or older.
Rent based on income,
Equal opportunity
housing Apply in person
at Southside Manor.
37 Livestock - Supplies












weined, ready to train,
Championship blood
lines. $40.00 each. Call
492-8607.
TWO semi-furnished FOR SALE eight week old
apartments. Phone 753- Yellow Lab puppies. Call
ZENITH 23" color con- 7618. 489-2669 after 6 p.m.
sole TV, six years old,
call 759-1323.
LIKE NEW, 24" Curtis
Mathes instant tuning
console TV, $200. Call
354-8099.
27 Mobile Home Sales
MOBILE HOME, 60 x 12,
can be seen at 408L2 N.
lat Street or call 753-8632
or 753-2390.
12 x 52 2 BR, all elec-
tric, partially furnished
with washer and dryer.
Green refrigerator and
stove, air conditioner,
nice "carpet and drops
underpinning in Coach
Estates, $5500 extra
nice. 753-4074 or 753-
1877.
TWO MOBILE_ homes on
lots completely set up
near lake. For details
call 436-5553 after 6 p.m.




12x60 2 BR mobile
home, excellent con-
dition, utility room,
489-2774 after 5 ..m.
GOOD USED air con-
ditioner for sale, and
girls 20" Schwinn bike.
Call 753-4684 after 5 , m.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
1 MOBILE HOME, 2
BR, central air and
heat, . new carpet, new
furniture, like new




central air and heat,
washer, dryer, large lot.
Call 753-4091.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for












- Max Brandon, 753-1975.
TWO FOUR-CAR shops
for rent. Call 753-9997
or 753-8606.
31 Want To Rent
FURNISHED OR par-
tially furnished apart-
ment in Murray for
teacher. Call 753-4746.
FURNISHED APART-





1-821-4288 days or 1-8'21-
7575. 1772 niabla,.. _
BARKLEY UKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest, Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estatit
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301
502•685-4961
ins





ments, S. 16th. 753-
6609.
34 Houses For Rent
TWO BR partly furnished
house in Hardin. $65 per




Kentucky Lake for 6-9
months. Call 1-362-8864
2 BR HOUSE un-
furnished, 10 miles from
Murray. References and
deposit required. Call












ONE WHITE male hog.
Approx 300 lbs Call 753-
2987.




free herd. Cill anytime.




ONE WHITE faced bull, 4
years old, weighs 1300
pounds, 436-5844.
QUARTER HORSE, 4
years old, Saw color,
registered. Call 437-
4827 after 4 p.m.
ONE CHAMPAGNE
Poodle, two chocolate, 8








































10-5. 814 Olive Street.
YARD SALE, -Friday alai
Saturday. 5-6 miles on
Rt. 732
43 Realfstate
South 12th at Sy cm mous
TELEPHONE 7511851
Electric & Gas Bill High!
43 Real Estate
NEAR THE UNIVER-
SITY - two bedroom
brick home, 2 blocks
from university. Earn





natural gas heat, and
15'x20' brick storage





1h know that plastic installed msderneath your llama eankl
ssarpI iuur heating bill' We bent and repair the outside of
our home, but never thine of the damage underneath Cold air and dam-
pness with proper ventilation will not penetrate plastic It will also help
prated against termites, rot, fungi and other diseases and insects
We treat hur insects and f ungl Mastic and ventilation.
COI fee PM Orformatien mad impaction.
E P A CERTIFIED
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL













2 IGGS ANY STYLE
• 2 SAUSAGE PATTIES ONLY
CHOICE OF PANCAKES, TOAST, $175
OR HOMEMADE BISCUITS I.
4 POT OF STEAMING FRESH (TAX INCLUDED)
COFFEE





‘m III allM11,111T FRIDA1 ANDSATIONDAV
7 AM III. le rill CPI MLIMIDAY
HOUSE AND 6 ACRES -
Here is that rare home-
buying opportunity of
i.00d home plus acreage
pius close-to-town
location at a reasonable
price. Three bedroom
brick home with central
heat and air and low





horse stable or storage.















bo COUNTRY - IN
STYLE . . . Neat 3
bedroom B. V. newly
decorated in N.W. part
of co . Carpeting,
elect new air
condition acre
lot, fenced lo or hor-
ses, stock barn, 2
sheds. Fantastic Buy! I
$37,40. Boyd Majors




down Main Street and
take a look at this im-
pressive 2-story home.
Lots of living area which
includes 4 bedrooms,
study, dining room, den,
• living room, plant room,
basement and central
natural gas heat. Price




seats 1200, 2 extra lots




pletely fenced, on Hwy.
68 between Aurora &
Jonathan Creek, The




trepreneur could use for







With The Friendly Touch"
Mobile home site .. 3
lots totaling 197' fron-











lots for $3300 each.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for




quiet street. Home is




heat, plus extra lot
which would be ex-
cellent-for large garden.
House and extra lot
priced right - in the 20's.





INCOME PROPERTY, 402 So.
5th St. This LARGE 2 apart-
ment horse has 5300.00 hi-
come per month, silW the ,p
sties could be molt into
asetber apartment with very
Ifttle espies,. RUT TNAT IS
NOT All, enother apartmeett
is set apart from this, located
io hack rents for $150.00 par
asairth. Al in approximately I
sat let. Total natal S450.00
per month plus a pessAnray of
S600.00 par month.
Owner says sell this 3
bedroom, 1Va bath brick soil
stoat hawse 4 woes math of
Marron with 3 ' ecru. Nome
has mast room with 'Wallace,
kitchen with all the extras.






listed brick ranch home
with central heat and
air, lovely landscaped
lawn, fenced backyard,
and lots of other
pleasant features in this
dream home. Priced in
the 30's. Located at 1619
Kirkwood. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,







901 Sycamore Murray My
IT'S A Mystery.. .Our
mystery home has 4
bedrooms, large living
room with fireplace, 2
baths located in the
demand area of Park
and shopping.. .recently
reduced ... A real and





OPEN HOUSE at 1612
Parklane, Friday,
August 18,3 p.m.-6-p.m.
A spacious 3 BR, 2 bath






With ruse Friendly Touch"
Calling us about this
house may be the
wisest call you ever
made. 4 miles out off
hwy. 94 West, 3
bedrooms, full open
basement, central
heat & air. 2 baths,
garage, B.V. on 11/4
acres. Priced To Sell.
li35,001/ Boyd Majors
Real F-- ate, 105 N.
12th.
k 
B & J HYDRAULICS
We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment. We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.
Hwy. 1346 off 84 East
436-2788
NOW OPEN




Most Brands of Motorcycles
16th & Stitt Si.
Phone 753-3322
SPEAKING OF MARBLE
Oh, we were. Isn't everyone?
They say. . everywhere you go you
hear about the fantastic things being
done with it today. You be in thi.
know.
Come see it all at
Thornton Tile
and Marble
'Quality that ssill please':
612 So. 9th 1515719
JUST REDUCED - This
very nice mobile home
just off Hwy. 280 on
large lot. Mobile in
,excellenicoudn. Best-
underpinning, new
septic tank and field







SIEEPING LONE? LET LIGON GET YOU
HOME! I Ags 1 needs Illinois and Western Kentucky
based trucks o haul freight into & out of the Illinois
area. Earn h h revenue and get re-acquainted with
your family unning this short haul plan. At Ligon
we care about YOU! Call Marshall at 800-626-8320 in
III. or 800-462-8,161 in Ky. Call collect to 502-821-0463
week-ends or at night.
M MN]
maaa. oil.. •
LIGON SPECIALIZE. NAULLA, INC.

































































































































imagination can see the
potential in this 2
bedroom home with 51
acres, stock barn,
tobacco barn, hog shed,
under fence with a price
you just wouldn't









FIRST TIME ever listed
for sale ... This 14 x 60
mobile home has room
to spare. Beautiful
hillside lot with plenty of
trees, a garden plot and




WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. This is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown,






REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or. 753-7531
to see this good buy.
1t)R-SALE-,6-y owner; 25
.. acres 1/2 mile south of
Wiseharts Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.
43. Real Estate
Purdom & Thurman




46 Homes For Sale
ANTIQUE LOVERS.
House on beautiful 2





DUPLEX for sale by
owner, Westwood
subdivision. 2 BR




Call 753-4470 after 5
p.m.




THREE BR house, living
room, large bathroom,
large kitchen and dining
room, 10 acres land,
$24,000. Call 753-4418
after 8 p.m.
BY OWNER on Cir-
carama Dr. Brick 3
BR, 1/2 bath,- living













house, 10 miles east of
Murra , $2500. 442-8670.
47 Motorcycles
FOR SALE OR TRADE,
classic 1975 Red and
gold Honda .GL-1000.
One owner adult,
garaged at all times,
mint condition, ridden
locally, less than 12,500
miles. Equipment - air
horns, touring seats, bar
and pegs, quartz run-
ning lights, Christmas
tree, bag, luggage
carrier, sissy bar, front
and rear crash bar, 30
amp. battery, wind-














All Across The U.S.A.
FOLKS ARE GOING THE
GALLERY WAYII
YES! YES! YES!
-Whatever your destination, Monkey's Eyebrow,










FOR SALE Honda 450,
good condition, 753-2467
after 5 p.m.
1975 - 175 YAMAHA
ENDURO, good con-
dition, 3,000 miles. 753-
8212.
1974 CAN AM 125. Good
shape, new tires. Call
after 6:00 p.m., 753-
5400 or 759-1331.
XL 250 1,400 miles may
be seen at T & S Cycle
Shop, Main & 16th or
call David Benton at
753-7699 after 5:30 p.m.
48 Automotive Service
BACK TO SCHOOL
specials. Are you ready
for another cold winter?
Goodyear Service Store,
at 12th & Glendale now
has a well trained and
qualified service
department. They will
check all belts & hoses
along with checking
your antifreeze for only
five minutes of your
time. Call today, 753-
0595.
A
19 Used Cars & Trucks
BIG 73 Chevrolet
camper special truck




and other parts, make
offer. Call after 6, 753-
0961.
1968 CONVERTIBLE VW
Rolls Royce, front end
New motoo, Call 753-3231
215 before 4 p.m.
Ife0
C 1978 Unaed Feature Syndicat,-
'eu-r, MS-MR EVERYONE SAYSHAVE A NICE PAY."
TRUCK TIRE -Sale -
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 FORD pickup, good
mechanical condition,






with camper. Call 753-
8061.
'75 DODGE VAN mag
wheels, white letter
radials, sun roof, AM-
FM tape, flairs and
spoilers. Call 753-5227
after 5:30 p.m.
1977 GREEN VW Rabbit.
25,000 miles. Standard
shift, 1 year factory
warranty, excellent
condition. $3400. Call I-
901-642-6300.
1977 GRAND PRIX SJ, all
factory options in-
cluding T-Top, one




1972 DART 6 cylinder
automatic power
steering, high mileage,
runs good. $695. 489-2595.
1966 FORD BUS, $1195.
1973 Dodge Van, power









1972 FORD LTD, one
owner, very good
condition. After 5 p.m.
Call 753-2725.
FOR SALE or trade for
pickup truck, 1972 Olds
Tornado. 'Call 436-5837.
FOR SALE 1970 In-
ternational Scout 4
Wheel Drive, Call 901-
6424353.
1950 BUICK, 57,000 actual
miles, but needs body
work, good interior.
Make offer. Can be
seen at Thweatts Tire
Center, Almo, Ky. or
. by calling 437-4817
after 5 p.m.
1975 DATSUN B-210, air
conditionecL12500. 1955
-they pickup, $200. Gall
after 5:30 p.m., 75377458.
1977 DATSUN 8-210
lerfehback. Only 3103.
-.7-111RVie in s :1111Ptir7:- 4'4;854.. s' f-flat?' 631r umsvRonTalent '753-9394 Cynthia Gamble 7594396 Dataun, 604 S. 12th.
•Linda McKinney 753.467 753-7114.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1976 DATSUN B-210.
Only 19,717 miles. Dark
blue color, AM-FM
radio. Only $3025 at
Murray Datsun, 604 S.
12th. 753-7114.
LOW, LOW MILAGE.
1977 Model Datsun B-
210 4-door. Only 10,289
miles! Air con-
ditioning, AM-FM








miles. Only $2495 at
Murray Datsun, 604.51
12th. 753-7114.
1977 DATSUN B-210 2-
door sedan. Nice gold
color. 30,818 miles, I
$3625. Murray Datsun.
604 S. 12th. 753-7114.
DA1.3UN PICKUP, 1974
model with bumper.
Only $2425 at Murray
Datsun, 604 S. 12th.
753-7114
49, Used Cars & Truth
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Int
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.




4 door power steering
brakes and air.
1972 Cleevella $2350




4 door, power steering
brakes and air, pcmer am.








2 door, one owner. 13
thodsand Miles, AM-FM
radio, power steering,
brakes and air, factor
wheels.
1967 Chevrolet
Tractor  . 55975








Dwain Taylor thevrotet, Inc.
GREEN 1975 MA.
Datsun pickup with
only 20,932 miles. Has
radio. bumper, and
west coast mirror.
Only $3125 at Murray
Datsun, 604 S. 12th.
753-7114.
DATSUN Hustler.
Green 1976 model with
AM-FM radio, tripod
mirrors, and bumper,
44,150 miles. Only $3550






radio. Only $3925 at




Tan, lull power and
air, sharp. Only $1875
at Murray Datsun, 604
S. 12th. 753-7114.
GREEN 1974 Datsun B-
210 2-door sedan with
air, AM-FM radio and
only 43,028 miles.
Priced at $2495 at
Murray Datsun, 604 S.
12th. 753-7114.
MANY OTHER used
cars and trucks. Make
us an offer! Murray
Datsun, 604 S. 12th.
1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88 Royal, burgundy on
burgundy with white
top. Has power and air,
extra clean car with
45,000 miles, $2450. Call






clean, must sell, make
offer. 492-8587.
FORD custoinized van.
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
AM-FM radio,
television, speakers
front and rear, couch-




1977 FORD Van Club
Wagon Chateau, 31,000
miles, new tires, Cap-
tains chairs, factory air,
P.B., stereo, with
front and rear speakers,








good condition. Call 753-
4.3.42.se 43-4055, 
1970 INTERNATIONAL
Sevin 200 diesel twin







1974 MATADOR X, 360
V-8, automatic, double






Caprice 2 door. hardtop.
1 owner car. air con-
ditioned, tilt wheel,
factory tape, very clean.




white top, nice car. Call
753-3378.








1968 25' AVION travel
trailer with 1971 Chevy
station wagon equipped
to pull trailer. Sell as





1976 MARAUDER 25' air-
conditioner and TV
antenna. Made for
camping or easy living.
A-1 condition, 753-7292.
SALE ON all 1978 models
in stock - save-save-
save. Paschall Campers
- your Nomad Travel
Trailer dealer, Hwy. 641





dealer. You've got a
good thing going with
Starcraft. Compete line
travel trailers, pop ups,
parts and accessories.
Toppers and used
campers. East 94 High-




TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating,
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
at Chuck's Music
Center, 753-3682 or 753-
7149 after 6 p.m.
WATER WELLS, Smith
Drilling Co., 24 ifi. wells.










roofs sealed. Call Jack




minor repair work by








exterior. Also dry wall












HOME repairs. No job
too small. Call 436-5837
CAN'T GET those small





concrete jobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 p.m.
WILL BABYSTT in my
home, days, Call 759-
1275 ter
51 Services Offered





















now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
INSULATION BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and







Also dealers for Volcano
II, the most efficient
wood burner in
America. Solar King of
Mayfield,-247.-1253, 607
W. Hroadway.

























DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,






STRUCTION. If it takes
nails to mend or build




interior painting, no jobs
tap small, reasonable






Ky. 753-0955 or 759-1667.









rocked and graded. All
kinds of pea gravel,




FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe- work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-







tanks, dirt and gravel
hauling. Call 753-5808 or
753-5706.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field



















WILL CARE for children
in my Wine days. Prefer
ages one through four
full time. Reasonable
rates, good care. Call
753-4187.
FOR YOUR COAL
NEEDS, call or write








struction Co., Route 2,
• Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone day
or night 442-7%26.
54. Free Column




Wishes To Announce The
Opening Of His Practice In
Ophthalmology
Diseases 42 Surgery Of The Eye
Office Hrs. By Appt.
Telephone Answered 24 Hours
Croft Building-1611 S. Main St.
HopkinsvilIcKy. -ph. 885-2780 _
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
You can STILL Buy a Time-Proven
Gas Saving, Long Lasting
DATSUN B-210
FOR UNDER $3,500!!
(Stock No. 167, Stock No. 210)
MURRAY
DATSUN, INC.
684 South. IN-Street, Murray, Ky.
Phone (502) 153-7114
•
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Rev. Dinkins Will Speak
Sunday For Baptist Church
The Rev. Charles Dinkins,
associate pastor of the First
Baptist Church. Mayfield.
will be the guest speaker at
the 10:45 a.m worship
services on Sunday. Aug. 20,
at the First Baptist Church,
Murray.
Rev. Dinkins is a graduate
of Union University and
Southwestern Seminary. He





the West End Church of
Christ. Danville, will be the
speal:er at 8:30 a.m. and
10:40 a.m. worship • services
on Sunday, Aug. 20, at the
Seventh and Poplar' Church
of Christ, Murray. His
sermon topic will be "A
Healthr Soul" with scripture
from III John 1-4.
Speaker at the six p.m.
services will be the regular
church minister, Bro. John
Dale. His topic will be
"Come Now, and Let Us
Reason Together" with
scripture from Isaiah 1118-
20.
Assisting in the services
will be Tommy Carraway.
Jerry Bolls; Ed West, Jim
Spurlock, Joe Thornton,
Randy Wright, Jerry Fulton,
Euin Dick, Greg Garland,
Keith Boyle, Webb Caldwell,
and Kim Weatherford.
Serving The Lord's Supper
will be Gene Roberts, _Gene
McDougal, Kenneth Grogan,
Ted Howard. and Jack
Ward. Teen nursery helper
will be Tammi Crouse.
Christian Church
To Hear Dr. Roos
Sunday Morning
The Rev. Dr. David C.
Roos, pastor of the First
Christian Church, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m. worship
services on Sunday. Aug. 20,,
at the church.
Margaret Porter will
direct the song service with
Maxine Clark as the
organist. Tracey Eldredge
will be the candle lighter
with Mrs. Walt Apperson,
Emily Apperson, and Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Holton as
greeters.
Worship leader will be Del
Fleming. Walt Apperson and
John Pasco, Sr., will serve
as elders. Deacons serving
will be Voris Wells, Jim
Boone, Dr. Ron Cella,




Sunday School at 9:30 a.m.;
God Squad at 5:30 p.m.;
Senior Youth Group at six
p.m.; Elders meeting at 6:30
p.m.; church board meeting
at seven p.m.. all on Sun-
day.
and
Wilson, Hoyt Like, andAt the seven p.m. services
the pastor. the Rev. Dr. Bill -Ba/TY Grogan.
Serving The Lord's SupperWhittaker, will speak on
..,4446819,1_40, miehigen.11will _be Jimmy Ford, Ke
Butch Turnbow will assist in Hays, Jace Wilson, John
the service and Mrs. Cynthia
Turnbow will sing a solo.
Sunday School will be at
9:30 a.m., Church Training
for youth will be at six p.m.,
and church-wide fellowship
will e at eight p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall, all on
Sunday.
Memorial Baptists
To Hear Pastor At
Sunday Services
The Memorial Baptist
Church will hear their
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Jerrell
White, speak at the 10:50
a.m. and seven p.m. worship
services on Sunday, Aug. 20.
His morning sermon topic
will be "Six Seals Opened:
Judgment" with scripture
from Rev. 6. Jinuny Wynn,
deacon of the week, will
assist in the services.
The sermon topic for the
evening service will be




Tommy Wilkins will direct
the song service with
Margaret Wilkins as
organist and Sharon Owens
as pianist.
Sunday School will be at
9:40 a.m. with Elbert
Thornason as director, and
Church Training will be at
six p.m. with J. T. Lee as
director.
The church will have a
ealled business meeting on




St. Leo's Catholic Church
will hold masses at eight
a.m., eleven a.m., and 4:30
p.m. on Sunday, Aug. 20,
and at 6:30 p.m. on Satur-
day. Aug. 19.
The Rev. Martin Mat-
tingly, pastor of the church,




Nursery for two to six
year olds will be open for
the eleven a.m. service on
Sunday.
Gallaher, Duane Dycus,
David Taylor, Ronnie Dunn,
Randy Dunn, and David
Fitts.
Nursery supervisors will
be Mary Taylor, Margaret
Waldrop, Lanette Thurman,
Gina Gargus, Dorothy
Bailey, and Emily Hum-
phreys.
Bible study will be held at





A.M.E. Church, located at
Fourth and Mulberry
Streets, Murray, will hold
homecoming services on
Sunday, Aug. 20, at 3:30
p.m. at the church.
Special speaker will be the
Rev. Wallace Garner, pastor
of the St. James A.M.E.
Church, Mayfield.
Dinner will be served at
-two p.m. Sunday at the
church. -
The pastor, the Rev.
Edwin O'Neal, Sr., Paducah,
said many persons _from
area churches are planning
to attend and invites the





off Highway 94 East, will
hold regular worship .ser-
vices on Sunday, Aug. 20, at
eleven a.m. Sunday School
will -be at ten a.m.
"Six Things The Holy
Spirit Does For Believers"
will be the subject of the
sermon by the church
pastor, the Rev. T. H.
Sanders, who will also direct






At the miming services
Wayne Halley, minister of
music,- Will direct the song
service with Joan Bowker as
organist and Allene Knight
as pianist. Mrs. Judy Henry
and Mr. Halley will 4ng a
duet. "It Pays To Serve
Jesus."
• G. T. Moody, minister of
education, and Marvin
Harris, deacon of the week,
will assist in the services.





Drew McGukin will be the
speaker at the 10:30 a.m.
and six p.m. worship ser-
vices on Sunday, Aug. 20, at
the University Church of
Christ, North 15th Street,
Murray.
tcripture at the morning
hour will be II Timothy 4:1-
5. and at the evening hour
will be Matthew 11:20-24.
Assisting in the services







. LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP,
The president of the BoaH
of Aldermen has called
Mayor William Stansburi
and his aides to "cease they
obstructionist tactics" whan
he alleges are blocking an
investigation of the mayor'.
official conduct.
Alderman W.J. Hodge al
charged the administration
with trying to block the
investigation by prohibiting
the investigators hired i
ith
n







will be held at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets, Murray, on
Sunday, Aug. 20, at 9:45
a.m.
The Rev. Stephen
Davenport will be in charge
of the services with Sarah




• Motor Trend's Car of the Year
• 39 MPG Hwy/25 MPG City*
*Equipped with standarc11.7 litre engine, 4-speed
Aransmissios and a 3.3 tranSaxle ratio. Your
mileage may vary ,according to your car's condi-
tion, equipment and your driving habits.











the eve of a city firefighters'
strike.
Also on Friday, Alderman
David Banks, chairman of
the inquiry committee, said
Lie mayor is not complying
with a request for
documents pertaining to the
investigation. Banks would
not say what docuMents had
been requested or whether
they were public or private
papers of Stansbury's.
Hodge, in a prepared
_gatemen!, sail the "atteznjt.
of the administration to
block the investigation, by
prohibiting the investigators
employed by the committee
from working inside the city
limits, is a blatantly par-
tisan attempt to prevent the
Board of Aldermen from
finding the true facts...."
"A Time To Wait" will be
the subject of the sermon by
the 'Rev. Buzz Rabatin at
the ten a.m. worship service
at the First Presbyterian
Church, Main and 16th
Streets, Murray, on Sunday,
Aug. 20. His scripture will
be from Isaiah 40:27-31.
Kathy Mowery will direct
the choir with Steve' Clark
as summer organist.
Responsive reading will be
from Psalm 27.
New members to be
received on Sunday will be
Mrs. Dino Sue) Papparella,
Mrs. Pete (Peggy) Phelan,
and Pete Phelan. ,
Events through the week
Will be personnel committee
meeting on Monday, Aug. 21,
at 7:30 p.m.; Holly Berry
Bazaar workstfop at church
on Wednesday night, Aug.
23; reservations for
Christian Education
Workshop on Sunday, Aug.





"Laying Hold of God's
Power" will be the subject
of Sunday's sermon at First
United Methodist Church.
Dr. Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
will address the belief in the
Holy Spirit as a personal
experience and as a reality
in our daily living. The
scriptural basis is Galatians
5:16-25.
Karen Jackson will sing a
solo, "Day by Day" at both
services, 8:45 and 10:50 a.m.
Paul Shahan will direct the
song service with Mrs.
Richard Farrell as organist.
Church School will be held
at 9:45 a.m.
The congregation of First
United Methodist extends
best wishes to the student
bodies, faculties, and ad-
ministration of Murray and'
Cattriway ftruntyr 3rhon1I for
a good school year, a church
spokesman said.
He referred to a statement
made Thursday by city
Safety Director Philip
"Ticky" Scholtz that the two




is based outside the city
limits, and since the two are
doing work in the city they
are required by city or-
dinance to have a". permit
from him and to have posted
a bond, Selioltz said.. He said
that because they had no
permit they should "cease





The Rev. Dr. John C.
Bush, Executive Director of
Kentucky Council of Chur-
ches, represented the
ecumenical community at a
mass memorializing the late
Pope Paul VI at the Basilica
Cathedral of the Assumption
in Covington August 9.
The Most Reverend
Richard H. Ackerman,
Bishop of Covington, was the
celebrant and all of the
priests of the Diocese of
Covington concelebrated.
During the service Dr.
Bush offered a prayer of
thanksgiving for the life and
work of Pope Paul and for
his "legacy of compassion
and concern for poor; his
dedication to "iuman rights
and the plight of the op-
pressed; and for his con-
tribution to the growth of
the ecumenical spirit in the
world." Dr. Bush also noted
"the serentity and assurance
with which he approached
his own death, and . . . the
witness this bears to the
hope of all Christians for
this life and the life to
come."
A number of clergy from
various religious corn-
munions attended the
Inman.. jai mass -which- fitted
the gothic cathedral church
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Boys & Girls ages 1 & up
Register by phone 753-4647











Adv•rtis•rs o r •
requested to check this
first .insortion of ods for
corr•ction This
newspaper will b.

































Care   7534622
Poison Control . 15P583
Senior Citizens . . 753-0929
Meedline. . 75341HD










will be closed Mon.,











be submitted by 12








bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from .any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
3 Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY OF Curtis
Bouldin would like to
--ttrank-st1-0f-our trients----- --
for the kindness shown
to us for the loss of our




Harold Crissom, and to
Gallimore Funeral
Home. Also, the nurses
of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and to
Doctor P'Pool. And To
everyone that helped in
any way.
The Family of Curtis
Bouldin
5 lost And Found
LOST WHITE male




bird dog. White with
liver spots. In Sinking
Springs Church area.
Call 753-5233 after 6 p.m.
6 Help Wanted
IMMEDIATE OPENING
for RN's and LPN's,
full time or part time.
Personnel needed for 3-









reference to P. 0. Box
32U, Murray, Ky.
42071.
LADIES FULL and par
time in local plant -
price goods and regular
hours labor. Write P. 0.





BABY SITTER in my
home for 5 month old on
Monday, Wednesday,





in the Murray unit also
for hourly employees.






hours per day. 5 days a
week. Salary Com-
petitive. Send resume to






























qualifications to P. 0
































sick leave, hospital and
life insurance with
major medical benefits,
first class FCC licensed
desirable, however,
technical work ex-
perience will be con-
sidered. Please send full







distance, must be neat
and be 25 or over. Call or
come by Kentucky
Candy Co., Almo, Ky.
753-4953.
-RAY'S ROOST" will be
accepting applications
starting Monday, Aug.
21st for all shifts.
Waitresses, cooks, prep
work, clean-up and bus-
dish personnel needed.
Apply in person at the
Amoco Truck Stop,
Junction 1-24 and U. S.
Highway 62.







$3.00 per hour plus
SPF plus bonus, T-S:
Experienced preferr-








Mayfield, KY 42066 1-
502-247-5211.
ARE YOU looking for a
career with a future and
' Unlimited potential?
Burger Queen may be
your answer. We are
looking for an assistant
manager who is
responsible and willing




Smith at Burger Queen










Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX 75231.
10 Business Opportunity
DO YOU want the finer
things in life' Earn full
time' income in spare




Hudson 3 Tandy Center,
Ft. Worth, TX. 76102, ar
call 1-817-336.-3030.
(Continued On Page 10)
